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INTRODUCTION 
The ever increasing need for improved communications is 
probably self-evident to stuO.ents of communications. As the 
complexity and·scope of man's activities broaden, as specializa-
tion of knowledge increases, and as man becomes more alienated 
from nature and his fellow man, the ability to communicate well 
becomes of prime importance. Basic to communications between 
~umans are the abilities to think, to transfer the thought to 
others, to understand, and to comprehend. All of these function 
involve the use of language. It has even been claimed that it 
~s impossible to think without using language, either verbal or 
[Visual, and that to claim thought without language is an illu-
sion.l ttso important is language that since the beginning of 
time men have sacrificed even their lives in response to certain 
verbal1zat1ons.tt2 Language, in addition to being necessary to 
thought, can be said actually to affect action and behavior. 
lEdward Sapir, Language: An Introduction To the Study of 
Speech (New York: Harcourt, Br-ace & Co., Inc., ~939), PP• ~4-~5. 
Note t at this contention can be disputed in imagery theory such 
~s in stereotyping and advertising brand symbols where the 
association may be considered as directly from symbol to thought 
~ithout the intervention of any language as such. 
2Harry N. Camp J'r., "How Language Affects Behavior, 11 
~ducation, LXX (April, 1950), p. 472. 
-2-. 
nin its primitive uses, language functions as a link in concerte 
human activity, as a piece o~ human behavior. It is a mode of 
action and not an instrument of' re~lection." 1 Or as Sapir has 
put it: 
The ~act o~ the matter is that the nreal worldn is to a 
large extent unconsciously built up on the language habits 
of the group •••• We see·and hear and otherwise exper-
ience very largely as we do because language habits of our 
community predispose certain choices o~ interpretation.2 
It follows that an improvement in the use of language 
may improve both the thinking and comprehension abilities o~ a 
person. A man who "uses a structurally correct language ~11 
be moved to evaluate more appropriately than i~ he uses one 
~hich is structurally distorting •. n3 These. principle.s, evolved 
• \._/ in the study o~ semantics, and general semantics in particular, 
seem to the writer to hold promise of contributing to the 
improvement of understanding. It is the theory that the habit-
~al language use of' a person, and the way the person understands 
and is limited by the language he uses, will affect not only his 
ability to understand others, but will af'~ect his behavior as 
well. 
lBronislaw Malinowski, 0 The Problem of Meaning in Prim-
iitive Languages," in The Meaning o~ Meaning, Ogden and ".Bichards, 
~upplement One (8th ed.; New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., Inc.~ 
~94?), P• 312. 
2Edward Sapir; "The Status of Linguistics As a Science," 
in Selected Writings o~ Edward Sa~ir 1 ed. David G;. Mandelbaum (Berkeley, Calif.: University o~alifornia Press, 1949), p. 162 
Sirving J. Lee, "General Semantics,n Quarterly Journal 
~ pf Speech, XXXVIII (Feb., 1952) 1 P• 3. 
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This thesis attempts to show that there is a relation-
ship between the semantical language habits or orientation of a 
person and his ability to understand, not attributable solely to 
intelligence. 
When faced with new situations, people may react accord-
ing to the facts they know about themselves and external reality, 
or they may react according to long established verbal associa-
tions. It has been found in personal counseling situations 
~hat there is a high degree of intensionalism, or mental-verbal 
orientation, in persons seeking psychological guidance, and that 
1f the guidance is successful the degree of intensionalism is 
lowered.1 Murray and Perdue have explained some of this signif-
icance in the follovdng way.2 Let "A" be the order of space-
time, the relationships outside and inside people with respect 
Ito structure, reality, and thought processes. Let "A' n be the 
pehavior of people with respect to A, our evaluations, concep-
ltions of ourselves, our reasoning about our thoughts, etc. Now 
~f a person checks At against A as he proceeds in thinking, then 
lmranois H• Mitchell, "A Test of Certain Semantic 
ffypotheses by Application To Client Centered Counselin6 Cases; .. 
rntensionality-Extensionality of Clients in Therapy1 11 (abstract 
:)f an unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Division of the Social 
Sciences, Committee on Human Development; University of Chicago, 
1S5l)s in Gene~al Semantics Bulletin, No. 10-11 (Autumn-Winter, 
1952-1953)~ p. 29. 
2Elwood Murray and James E. Perdue, "Prom the Atom To 
Beethoven To You: General Semantics In the College Curriculum 
For a Space Age, tt modification of a paper read at the annual 
~eating of the Institute of General Semantics, New York, March, 
1-958. (Mimeographed.) 
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valid, creative output is probable. But if he becomes so narrow 
as to think only in some restricted aspect of A, or if At (and 
higher levels such as An and Afl1 , etc.) is thought of as a 
closed system within itself and disassociated from A, the per-
son's competency will be blocked. As this occurs the person 
tends to become more impulsive and incurs semantic disturbances 
in respect to his communicating, such as reading, listening, 
speech, writing, and other symbolizing. 
Studies in these fields of linguistics, behavior, comp-
~ehension, semantics and general semantics generally have been 
confined to areas other than those to be considered in this 
thesis. Linguistics has concerned itself more with structural 
considerations. Behavior studies cover a vast area with regard 
to physical and psychological influences, but only recently have 
cultural anthropologists, anth!opological linguists, and others 
~ecome interested in the aspect of language influence on behav-
~or. Studies in comprehension mainly have been concerned With 
~eading, vocabulary, and study. of the process of understanding. 
~rmal semantic studies have been largely concerned with the 
!history and changes of word meanings. In the field of general 
~emantics a number of studies have been conducted, mostly on the 
~heoretical level. Specific experimental studies have been made 
... n many areas such as psychiatric patient work,.l personal coun-
lHenry N. Peters, "Supraordinality of Associations and 
M:aJ.adjustment, 11 Journal of Psychology, XXXIII (1952), .P.P• 217-
225. 
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seling,l reading,2 physics,5 and others. Many additional areas 
of discussion and occassiona1 research in general semantics are 
cited by Hayakawa4 and Lee,5 such as literary criticism, group 
dynamics, mathematics, English, dentistry, human relations, law, 
psychotherapy, speech correction, teaching, criminology, exec• 
utive training, public speaking, psychiatry, and others. 
This study deals with the relationship between language 
use and behavior as manifested in listening ability. The 
hypothesis in general is that those persons whose language habit~ 
can be described as extensional or fact oriented show a greater 
ability to understand ora1 presentations than those persons 
~hose language habits can be deseribed as intensional or word 
oriented. 
Behavior as manifested through listening abilit¥ was 
chosen because of the scarcity of listening studies in this gen-
eral area of concern, and because of the importance of the 
importance of the ability to listen and understand. Bird, in 
surveying listening studies and literature on listening ability, 
lMitchell, op. cit., PP• 23-51. 
2Theodore B~ Aimy,- "A Semantic Afproach To the Teaching 
of Newspaper Beading In the High School, (abstraction of an 
unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, University of Illinois), Disser-
tation Abstracts (Novl, 19~7), p. 2507. 
3Alvin M. Weinberg, "General Semantics and the Teaching 
pf . Physics, u The Am.eriean Physics Teacher, VII (April, 1939), 
~p .. 104-108. 
4:s. I. Hayakawa (ed.), Language, Meaning and Maturity 
(New York: Harper & Bros., 1954)~ pp. 19-37. 
5Lee, op. cit., PP• l-12. 
~akes two signi~icant generalizations.l F1rst 1 that up to 42% 
pf an adult's communication time is spent in listening, with or 
~thout viewing. Second, that from 2~% to 75% of various 
~roupings of college students fail to grasp more than a minimum 
pf ideas or facts expressed in lectures or oral presentations. 
The hypothesis was investigated through an experiment 
~hat attempted to relate a group's language use with their 
~istening ability. Reasoning ability was controlled to deter-
~ne, if there was a correlation, how much of the correlation 
~Vfas caused by intelligence or ability. The groupt s habitual 
~anguage use was also correlated with reading ability and 
science ability as probable related factors. 
The methods used, using Boston University Junior College 
students as subjects, were as follows: first, language use or 
~valuational orientation was measured indirectly by scaling 
~ndividuals on the basis of personal attributes, attitudes, or 
personality traits; second, listening ability was measured by 
~ simple recall test of a tape recorded presentation; and final~ 
~he various correlations were made to determine what, i~ any, 
~elationships exist. 
~he paper is organized to present an integrated discus-
sion and report of the thesis. Chapter one provides a broad 
~ackground in the history, development, organization, and rela-
lnonald Bird,· ttBibliography ·of Selected Materials About 
!Listening,tt Education, LXXV (Jan., 1955), pp. 327-328. 
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tionsbip of linguistics, semantics, and general semantics. 
Chapter two describes the experim~n~al design and justifies 
the approach taken and the methodology. Chapter three describes 
the experiment itself and its administration. Chapter four 
provides the experimental findings and analyzes the statistical 
results. Chapter five sunnnarizes the study and draws some 
conclusions. 
It is hoped that this study 1 intended only to be an 
introductory look at an empirical evaluation of the hypothesized 
relationship between language orientation and behavior, will 
be at least partially as informing and broadening to others as 
it has been to the writer. 
CHAP.rER I 
A BACKGROUND IN SEMANTICS 
What Is Semantics? 
History of the term semantics 
Semantics concerns itself with language and meaning. 
Ever since men began to reflect critically upon the 
quality of their thinking, they have been conscious of the 
imperfections of their language. The ambitious designs 
of science and philosoPhy must be executed with no better 
instruments of expression thanthe·flperf'ected cries of 
monlteys1and dogs
11
--to use the vivid phrase of Anatole 
:France. 
Language as a subject has been studied for centuries. 
According to Bloom:f'ield,2 Herodo.tous (f'ifth century B. c.) 
relates that K1ng Psammetichus ~f Egypt studied la~ua~e devel-
opment in children isola~e~_from society to determine what 
language they would learn to speak without teachers. Plato 
lMax Black, Langua~e ·and Philosophy (Ithaca, New York: 
Cornell University Press,949}, p. 223. 
2Leonard ·Bloomfield, Language (New York: :S:enry Holt & 
Go., 1933), p. 4. 
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( 427-547 B. c.), in his dialogue Cratylus, discusses the origin 
of words and whether the relation between things and words that 
name them is a natural and necessary relation or merely the 
result of human convention.~ 
This is the beginning of a long controversy between 
analogists who feel that language is a natural development and 
relationship~ and anomalists who believe that language is con-
trived and irregular. The Greek generalizations about language 
were not improved upon until the eighteenth century when 
scholars ceased to view language as a gift of God and sougp.t 
natural origins.2 This resulted in such language theories as 
origin by imitation o~ noises (bow-wow theory), by natural 
aound responses {ding-dong theory), or by basic, violent expres-
sions (pooh-pooh theory). 
Meaning has been explained by two theories: the mental-
istic psychology that meaning derives_from non-~ysical pro-
cesses, images, feelings, ideas, etc.;: and the mechanistic 
theory that meaning derives from subtle bodily functions, gross 
movements, subtle gland action, muscle alteration and vocal vi-
brations which we mistakenly call ttmental perception.u3 These 
two vie~ continue to.be argued today. 
J.pJ.ato, The Dialogues of Plato, trans. B • .Jowett (3rd 
ed. rev.; Oxford: The C~arendon P~ess,_l892), I, pp. 251-390:. 
2Bloomfield, op. cit., PP• 5-6. 
Brbid., p. 142. 
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The word semantic appears to have come from the Sanskrit 
dhyati (he thinks)~ into the Greek root sema (a sign) as used 
in Semainein (to Signify) and semantikOS (Significant meaning) I 
and later into the Latin semanticus (significance)~ and F.reneh 
semantique (study of' meaning) •1 The term semantic :f'irst 
appeared in English in 1665 in a discourse by John Spencer o:f' 
Cambridge Un1versity.2 It was used in the phrase "Semantick 
Philosophyn referring to prediction of the future on the basis 
of' signs. The term was not used again until late in the nine-
"' teenth century when the French linguist Michel Breal 1 in 1883, 
~ 
coined the word Semantiqu.e~ meaning the science of' significa-
tion, and published it in 1897. 3 
In 1894 the word was picked up in the United States by 
Professor Charles Lanman at Harvard University and used to 
refer to the processes underlying the development of' the meaning~ 
~ -
of words. 4 Maurice Bloomfield~ in 1895 in the American Journal 
of Philology (XVI, 412), used the term as equivalent to meaning.f 
Se:n:ta.ntics became accepted as re:f"erring to "the doctrine of his-
lwebsterTs New International D1ctionary_ of' the English 
Language {2nd _ed.~·unab:E;ti~ed;, Springf'ie.J.d, Mass.: G & o. 
Merriam Co., 1956), p. 2273. 
2Allen Walker Read, "An Account of' the Word 'Semantics r, 11 
~~ IV (Aug.~ 1948)~ p. 78. 
3Ibid.~ PP• 79-80. 4Ibid.~ P• 79. 
5oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 
1933), P• 431. 
-n-
torical. word-meanings; the systematic discussion of the history 
and development of changes in the meanings of words. erJL Usage 
of the term became restricted to a narrow sense of word history 
until. 1920 when an anthropologist, Bronislaw Malinowski. took 
up the word in the widened meanings of the study of the relatiot 
between linguistic form and meaning.2 Malinowski developed this 
usage further in 1923'> in his important essay, ttThe Problem of 
Meaning in Primitive La.nguagea-.ttr3 It is interesting to note 
that Ogden and Richards in their early work on meaning did not 
even make use of the word semantics.4 
The first modern split among semanticists took place 
with the use of the word by Malinowski and Ogden and Bichard$ 
who took a group Qf cultural approach to semantics and language 
in opposition to the strgng individualistic and psychological 
bias of traditional. semantics. 5 This. split gave way to the 
more basic split in the 1930s between traditional. semanticists 
concerned with logic and psychology (such as Ogden and Bichards) 
l.inguista concerned with a structural orientation and Phenom-
enology (such as Leo Weisgerber, J"ost Trier~ and moomfield) 11 
~ead, op. cit. 11 P• SO. 2;Ibid., p .• so. 
-
~Bronislaw Malinowski, uThe Problem of Meaning in .Prim-
itive Languages w in The Meaning of Meaning• ~gden and Richards 
Supp:U.ement One (sth ed.;; New York:; Harcourt, Brace & Oo.s Inc., 
194:7), pp. 2.96-336. 
4c. K. Ogden and I. A. :Richards, The Meaning of Meaning 
op. cit., Pp. 363. 
6stephen Ullmann., The Principles of Semantics. (New York 
Philosophical Library, Inc., 1957)., p .. 2... 
·- -==~====================================================~======= 
and the semanticists concerned with human behavior and language 
or evaluation improvement (such as the general semantics o~ 
Alf'red Korz:ybski} which may have stemmed f'rom the behavior 
improvements called f'or by Odgen and 'Richards in their develop-
ment of' Basic English.~ 
A number o:f European languages have coined s.pecia1 com-
pound words ~rom vernacular terms f'or "'meaning": and u science111 
to meet the need of' an adequate word f'or the debated term 
semantics. Other words have been coined in English, basically 
from the Greek root, such as sematologz~ semology~ semasiology~ 
semiology, sensif'ics, and signifies,, as wel~ as rhematic, 
glossology~ rhematology6 and orthology,2 but none have lasted 
~-· and only semantics is used currently outside of' academic or' 
linguistic circles.3 
Charles Morris, under the inf'luence o~ the philosophy 
o~ Charles Pierce (~rom whom he borrowed the term semiotic)~ 
and under the in~luence o~ the Polish school of' logical. po·sitiu-
ista.f!-q~~ as Ali'red Tarski (f'rom whom he borrowed the term 
aemantics ), ~ developed his semibotic or theory o~ signs. 4 Under 
this designation, semantics is the relation between signs and 
their designata~ as opposed to syntactics$ which is the relatioD 
1 Ibid.$ P• 3. 2Read, op. cit., pp .. 82,..86. 
3ullmann, op. cit., p .. 4. 
4charles W. Morris, Signs, Language and Behavior (New; 
York:; Prentice-Hall~ Inc., 1946);$ PP• 217-220· .. 
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between signs, and pragmatics, the relation between signs and 
their users. In this sense, says Oarnap, who also ~ollows the 
logical positivist school, the term semantics as used by 
Korzybski in general semantics for tt a theory concerning the use 
of' language, and especially the causes and effects of, and cures 
for, certain misuses of language," corresponds more to prag-
matics.1 Syntactics, then$ can be considered as involving 
implicative or situational meaningss semantics as involving 
designative or linguistic meaning, and pragmatics as involving 
expressive or behavioral meaning.2 
The place of' semantics in linguistics 
Perhaps before going further the place of' semantics in 
linguistics should be more clearly expressed. As mentioned 
earlier, there is a basic split in views between structural 
linguists and behavioral linguists. Linguistics often tends ·to 
become a purely formalistic discipline.,. a kind of ttpsuedo-math-
ematies" devoid of any humanistic content. This can be traced 
back to Bloomrield1 a reaction against the loose use of meaning 
and vague mentalist terms in the 192.0s. Another reason for 
this formalizing tendency is that linguistics likes to think of 
].Rudol.ph Oarnap.,. Introduction To Semantics (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1948).,. P• 238. 
2c. E. Osgood and T. A. Sebeok (eds.), u·Psycho-linguis-
tics:: A Survey of Theory and Research :Problems,n: Journal of 
Abnormal. and Social Psychology, Supplement, XLIX, No. 4¥ Part 2 
(Oct., 1954)~ p .. 174. 
-l..4-
!itself as a science~ and since scientific rigor can be applied 
~ore readily to problems of' phonology and morphology than to 
the n shifting sands of semantics and syntax, ttl these latter 
~ields tend to be ignored. F1nally, the structural preoccupa-
tion of linguists lends itself more to the formal study of' sound 
and grammar than :meanings and environment.. But not only do 
structuralists ignore semantics, but semanticists feel struc-
turalism is too narrow and that semantics is unsystematic and 
inaccessible to structural methods and therefore should not be 
joined or considered as one st~dy. These attitudes~ says 
Ullmann~· are major stumbling blocks in the advancement of lan-
guage study.2 
Language and language study can be organiZ'ed in a num-
ber of' ways. One approach is through the consideration of' 
language as part of' the communication process.. The psycholo-
gists Osgood and Sebeok~ starting with a communications diagram~ 
have organized language study as indicated in Table 1. 3· 
Microlinguistics (or linguistics)~ in this organization~ 
deals with the structure of' messages and the signals independent 
of the speakers. Metalinguistics or exolinguistics is a loose 
term covering all. aspects of language study which concern 
relations between messages and individuals including the Ian-
1UIImann, op. cit., p. 3l9o 
2rbid., p .. 320. 
:5osgood and Sebeok, op. cit.~ P• 3. 
uage~ culture, and·behavior. Psychol~aguistics is a similar 
restricted term dealing with the relations between 
) 
essages and indi~iduals who select and receive the messages. 
That is, the processes o~encoding and decoding as they relate 
states o:r messages to states o~ communicators,, such as how the 
intentions o~ a spea.kerE:,are transformed into signals in the 
culturally accepted code and how these signals are interpreted 
by a hearer.l Phonetics is concerned with speech production. 
Psychoacoustics deals with speech reception or the decoding o~ 
sound wa~es into nerve impulses. · 
TABLE 1· 
ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY OF COMMUNICATION PROCESSES 
metalinguistics or exolinguistics 
mierolinguistics 
I 
pyschoaeoustics 
ou put psycholinguisticm 
~----------~--------~' '~--------~----------~' ~------social sciences------~ 
(especially psychology, sociology and anthropology) 
communications 
libid • ., · p .. 4. 
.. -16-
.Another approach to the organization of language study 
is through the more traditional methods of linguists. Gray 
Views languages as having two aspects--physiological and psycho-
logica1.1 The physiological may be subdivided into phonology 
and morphology~ and psychological may be subdivided into syntax 
and· semantics, with a fifth subject separate--historical etymol-
ogy. Bloomfield says linguistics, ideally, consists of phonet-
ics: and semantics.2 Semantics is further broken down to include 
only grammaJ? and lexicon,$ rather than meanings in the abstracto 
Ullmann feels that al~ these distinctions not only aJ?e illogi-
cal, but break down in actual practice.5 
Instead~ following Ogden and RichaJ?ds, Ullmann builds 
~ his definitions from the basic consideration of language 
symbols as elements of the class signs~ similar in part to an 
original or real stimulus~ which are capable of recalling 
engJ?ams (psycho-·neurological excitations or traces) formed by 
the original stimulus.6 Meaning, then, comes from the total 
associations of the a.ngJ?ams recalled by the signs,. pl..us those 
associations newly acquired at the moment of recall. 
lLouis H. Gray, Foundations of Language (New York: The 
Macmillan Co., 1939)~ pp. 144-145. 
2Bloomfield~ op. cit., P• 74. 
Sibid., P• 138. 4Ibid., P• 515. 
5U1Imann, op. cit.~ p. 25. 
6 Ibid. 1 P• 2.Y"{ • 
II 
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The elements of language are these. Phonemes~ a family 
of sounds in a given language$ are not symbols and have no 
meaning of themselves$ but build higher language units and 
serve to distinguish between meanings.l The study of this is 
phonology--a physical analysis. Phonetics~ the physiological 
study of sound, is .Properly outside linguistics# but indispen-
sable to language knowJ2.edge .2; Words are the smallest semantic 
(meaningt'ul) unit of language. The study of this is lexicolog:y 
--a semantic analysis.s The study of the relationship between 
words$ the patterns they form~ context, etc., is called syntax--
a relational analysis.4 Morphology is the study of form~ 
structure$ origin, or stems, while semantics is the study of 
meaning. Descriptive or spatial s.tudies may be called synchro-
nistic (such as linguistic geography)~ and historical or 
temporal studies may be called diachronist1c. 5 Thus lexicology 
may deal with word forms (lexical morPhology), or word meanings 
(lexical semantics), or words as historical units ( diachronistic 
le:x:icology). 
Table Z below may serve to illustrate Ullm~'s organ-
ization for linguistic study in which semantics is given the 
more traditional function of dealing with meaning in various 
language units. 6 
libid., p. 29. 2Ibid. 11 p .. 30 .. 
- -
3Ibid., p .. 30. 4rbid., P• 30 .. 
5Ibid. 11 P• 36. 6Ibid. ,. P• 39 .. 
TABLE 2 
GRAPHIC PRESENTATION OF ORGANIZATION OF LANGUAGE STUDY 
phonolog¥ 
(physical-sounds) 
lexicolog¥ (words) 
~------~~--~~~~(41\i;j·fi'~Y 
diacbronistic 
. (histori~al) 
syntax 
( relationsl:dps.) 
morphology _ semanti~s 
{structure) (meaning) 
The current uses or the ter.m ~emantics 
synchronistic 
( desc:J;ipt1V'e) 
In current usage, thenJ; semantics may be seen as inV'olv-· 
ing any of the following sen~es:: 
,. 
1. The study of lexicon or words (etjmology, as 
/ 
traditionally from Breal) ;; 
Z;. The study of meaning of grammatical units (as 
Bloomfield and J"ulian Bonfante);; 
3. The study of the relation between signs and 
things signified (as Morris, Hugh Walpole~ also the logical 
positiV'ista or empirical rationalists which include Carnap~ 
Tarski, Bertrand Russell, and others~; 
4. The study of signs in general (as in Morris• 
semiotics., or John Lockers semiology};, 
5. The study of the psychological theory of language 
thought, and human behavior (as cultural anthropologists 
like 1~inowski; anthropologica~ linguists like Sapir., 
Benjamin Lee Wharf's and Clyde Kl.uckhohn;; philosophers like 
Ernst Cassirer; psychologists like Jean Piaget~ Carl Rogers; 
and general semanticists like Korzybski 1 Hayakawa, and othe.ai 
It is the last of' these uses., in which semantics 
involves the relationship of language, thought., and behavior. 
that shall be taken up next. 
What Is General Semantics! 
The development of' linguistic relativity 
According to Joseph Greenberg,l the view point that 
language structures world or social conceptions can be traced 
back in Europe at least as far as Johann Gottfried von Herder 
in the latter part of' the eighteenth century. But the concept 
first assumed central importance in the writings of Alexander 
Von Humboldt in the early part of the nineteenth century. 
Continuing this language structuring concept in Europe,, says 
Hoijer. were such writers as Ernst Cassirer in Philosophy, and 
Johann Weisgerber and Jost Trier in linguistics, as well as 
lJoseph Gre~nberg, ntconcerning Inferences F.l?om Linguisti 
To Nonlinguistic Data,1t 1 in Language In CuJlture$ ed. Harry Hoijer 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, !954), P• 3. 
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~harles Ba.ll:y, Marcel Granat, Claude Levi-Strauss, Jean Piaget, 
U:f Sonnner.:f'elt, and L. Wittgenstein.l. 
In this country linguists have continued to advance 
similar ideas as early as 1825 when Alexander Bryan Johnson 
~ectured in ~tica, New York.., on the influence of language upon 
~hought. 2 Wrote Johnson in his works published in 1828 and 
~836:: 3 
We should endeavour to regard words as merely the names of 
things. 
We impute to nature an identity which belongs to language. 
We transfer to nature a gene_ralization which belongs to 
language. 
Every word is a sound, which had no signification be.:f'ore it 
was employed to name some phenomenon, and which even now 
has no signification apart from the phenomena to which it 
is applied. 
This view point apparently was not written about ser-
lously again untiL 1911 when the linguist Fran~ Boas wrote: 
It has been claimed that the conciseness and clearness 
of thought of a people depend to a great extent upon their 4 language. • • • Apparently this view has much in its .:favor. · 
When we try to think clearly~ we think, on the whole~ 
~ry Hoijer, uThe Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis,u in Hoijer, 
op. cit., p. 93. 
2navid Rynin ( ed.), Alexander Bryan Johnson's A Treatise 
bn Language (Berkeley.., Calif.:: University of' Cali.:f'nornia Press ... 
1947), Pp., 443. 
3: 
·Ibid., PP• 54.., 79, 82, 97-98. 
-
4Fran~ Boas (ed.)$ Handbook of American Indian Languages 
(Washington: Government Printing Office.., l9lll. Part I, Intro-
duction, p. 64. 
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in words; and it is well known that.~: even in the advancement 
of science, inaccuracy of vocabulary has often been a 
stumbling block which has made it difficult to reach accu-
rate conclusions. The same words may be used with different 
significance, and by assuming the word to have the same 
significance always, erroneous conclusions may be reached. 
It may als£ be said that the word expresses only part of an 
idea ••• 
However, Boas did not entirely support the idea that 
the state of culture is conditioned by language traits. Rather$ 
he more readily supported the idea that the unconscious charac-
ter of language influenced some ethnological phenomena.2 
Edward Sapir 31 in 1929 8 wa;s the first to adequately 
formulate the hypothesis that language influences behavior when 
he wrote:: 
Language is a guide to 1 social reality. •· Though lan-
guage is not ordinarily thought of as of essential interest 
to the students of social science, it powerfully conditions 
all our thinking about social problems and processes. 
Human beings do not live in the objective world alone, nor 
alone in the world of social activity as ordinarily under-
stood, but are very much at the mercy of the particular 
language which has become the medium of expression for their 
society. It is quite an illusion to imagine that one adjust 
to reality essentially without the use of language and that 
language is merely an incidental means of solving specific 
problems of communication or reflection. The fact of the 
matter is. that the 1real world' is to a large extent uncon-
sciously built up on the language habits of the group •••• 
Even comparatively simple acts of perception are very much 
more at the mercy of the social pat~ called words than 
we might suppose. • • • We see and hear and otherwise exper-
ience very largely as we do because the language habits of 
our community predispose certain choices of interpretation~ 
libid., PP• 71-72. 2Ibid., P• 67 • 
3Edward Sapir, "The Status of Linguistics As A Science 31" 
in Selected Writings of Edward Sapir, ed. David G. Mandelbaum 
(Berkeley, Calif.: Unbtersity of Calif'®nia Press, 1949)~ 
P• 162. 
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These concepts have recently been most strongly advanced 
by Benjamin Whorf and are currently spoken of as the "Whorf 
hypotheaistt or the "Sapir-Whorf hypothes1sl" 
The ancient Greeks took it for granted that back of 
language was a universal~ uncontaminated essence of reason$ 
shared by all thinking men. Words were but the medium in which 
this deeper effulgence found expression.l It followed that any 
idea could be translated into any language without loss of 
meaning. Whorf flatly challenges this$ and experiences of 
translators at the United Nations tend to support Whorf'a con-
tentions.2 Two hypotheses are made by Whorf: {1) that all 
higher levels of thinking are dependent on language; and (a} 
~ that the structure of the language one habitually uses influ-
ences the manner in which one understands his environment. 3· 
II 
As Whorf puts it: 
There will probably ge general assent to the proposition 
that an accepted pattern of using words is often prior to 
certain lines of thinking and forma of behavior ••• 4 
Our linguistically-determined thought world not only collab-
orates with our cultural idols and ideals, but engages even 
our unconscious personal reactions in its patterns ••• 5 
lstuart Chase 1 11 Foreword," in Lallg~e, Thought and 
Reali t:;n: Selected Writings of Benjamin Lee orf ~ ed. John_ B. 
Carroll (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., l956J~ p. vii. 
2Ibid. 1 p •. Vii. 3Ibid., p. vi. 
4Benjamin Lee Whorf$ tt'The Relation of Habitual Thought 
and Behavior to Language,1tl in Language, Culture and Personality:; 
Essa:rs In Memor:v of Edward Sapir, eds. L. Spi.er, A. Ha~~owe~l~' 
and s. Newman (Menasha, Wisconsin"' 1941)~' p. 75. 
5Ibid., P• 89 .. 
II 
v 
I 
II 
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This theory, which Whorf calls his principle of ulin-
guistic relativity, 01 can be stated as: 11 The structure of a 
[human being's language influences that manner in which he under-
stands reality and behaves with respect to it.n2 
This integral relationship between language and culture 
has even been recognized by the State Department in the School 
of Language and Linguistics o:f the Foreign Service Institute.3 
·Thus language can be said to influence behavior. It 
can also be said to have the potential to affect our health. 
Fbr the stru.c~u.re of our language and meanings society imposes 
may distort what a person means to say. That person may then 
fmislead not only others, but himself. This distortion may 
result in personal anxieties, rigidity, arrogance or dther mal-
adjustments.4 As Zipf has put it: 
An empirically verifiable "philosophy" • • • is a tre-
mendous health asset not only in curing d1sturb~ces 1 but . 
also and more particularly in preventing them. Conversely, 
an illogical and spurious ".philosophy" that defies empiric 
test can be a serious social liability by causing conflicts 
1 Benjamin Lee Whorf, "~nguist~cs As An EXact &cience,n 
in Language t Thought and "Reality: Selected Writings of Benjamin 
Lee Whorf, ed. Jo.nn B •. carro.I.J.. t New York: Jobn W:l.l.ey & Sons, 
Inc., 1956), P•. 221. 
2Jobn B. Carroll, "Introduction," in Os.rroll, op. cit., 
P• 23. 
' .. 
3will1am G. Leary, "Studies In Language and Culture In 
the Trafning of Foreign Service Personnel," ETC.: A Review of 
General Semantics, IX (Spring, 1952), p. 195. 
4narry N. Camp Jr .• , 1'How Language Affects Behavior,lt 
Education, LXX (April, 1950), p. 472, 473. 
' 
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among those who are trained to conform to it.l 
The de~elopment of general semantics 
The consideration of this language structuring concept 
as a function of semantics can be traced back to an English-
woman, Lady Viola Welby, who in 1896 introduced the term sen-
sifics~ later changed to significs.2 Dissatisfied with the 
usual study of meanings as a purely ~erbal discipline, Lady 
Welby, a strong advocate of better education, adv.anced her sig-
nifics as a training to create an entirely new attitude towards 
our experience,.~upon which all language is b.ased.5 
Ogden and .Richards, in 1923, attacked the traditional 
li~guistic considerations of meaning and stressed the need to 
consider the total reaction to a signal as a "Science of' Symbol-
ism." nThe influence o:f' language upon Thought,n they said, nis 
of utmost importance.tt4 The practical problem of s-ymbolism, 
as Ogden and Richards saw it, was how far is our discussion 
itself distorted by habitual attitudes toward~ words~ 
The semantic evaluation~ of language as Ei\.. structuring 
influence on behavior was popularized by the publication, in 
lGeorge K Zipf, Human Behavior and the Principle of Leas, 
Effort (0~Bridge 1 Mass.: Addison-Wesley Press, 1949), p. 203. 
2Read, op. cit., pl 84. 
3s. I. Hayakawa ( ed.) 1 Language 1 Meaning and Maturity (New York: Harper & Bros., 1954), P• ao. 
· 4ogden and :Richards, o;p. cit., ;p. 243. 
=-- -
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1933, o~ Al~red Korzybski•s Science and Sanity.l Korzybski, 
known as Count Korzybski, was born in Poland in 1879 and grew 
up l.earning ~o~ languages which resulted in his being made 
aware aarly in li~e o~ the variability o~ words and their desig-
nata. He received an engineers training, and as a military 
o~ficer came to the United States ~or military training in 1915. 
Korzybski remained in the United States and in 1920, at the age 
of 41, wrote his ~irst book, Manhood of Humanity,2 in which he 
introduced the theory known as 11 time-binding.n This is the 
theory, in its simplest ~orm, that whereas plants can bind ene~ 
through growth, and animals can bind energy and space through 
the ability to move about, only man can bind energy, space and 
time by carrying ~orward in his language and writings past 
knowledge and experiences. 
Korzybski developed his time-binding theory during the 
1920a and in 1928 wrote the first ~aft of Science and Sanity. 
This book was to develop his science ot man, started in Manhood 
- . 
of Humani~, based on the non-Aristotelian or relativistic 
approach to a general theory of signification and evaluation 
within humans. General semantics was the operational method 
of his science ot man and the means tor tuture evaluational 
lAltred Korzybski, Science and Sanity: An Introduction 
To Non-Aristotelian Systems anJ! Genera~ Semantics (3rd ed.; 
LBkeville, Conn.: ·The· International Non-Aristotelian Library 
Pll.blishing Co., 1~48) 1 Pp, lx.xiV ~ 806. . 
2 Alfred Korzybski-, Manhood o£ · Htimani ty (2nd ed.; 
Lakeville, Conn.: The· Internationa:I Non-Aristotelian Library 
!ublishing Co., 1950), Pp. lviii & 326. 
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and language improvement. Korzybski originally considered the 
names "tim.e-bindingtt and nhuma.n engineering" for his method~ 
but under the influence of Polish mathematicians and the school 
of logical positivists he chose the term "general semantics.u1 
Korz-y-bski said later: n If' I had known o:f the work done in 
Semantique~ Signifies~ etc., I would have labelled my work by 
another nrume ••• n2 
Korzybski :founded the Institute of' General Semantics in 
1938 at Chicago to carry on teaching and research in the methods 
of general semantics, and to publish material on general seman-
tics. In 1946 the Institute moved to Lime "Rock, Connecticut 1 3 
where the General Semantics Bulletin was :founded in 1949. The 
Bulletin revi·ews a.ny recent research work, reprints articles 
and carries on discussions related to the purpose of the Insti-
tute. Membership in the Institute is currently about ?80 
persons. Korzybski died in 1950 at the age of ?1. 
Samuel I. Hayakawa, a linguist, communications teacher, 
and student of Korzybski, split :from the Institute of General 
Semantics in 1~42 and founded the Society for General Semantics, 
. . 
later renamed the International Society for General Semantics. 
1Read, ~· cit., p. 88 1 where it is also pointed out 
that the first ~aft of Science and Sanitz, in 1928, contained 
neither the words lfsemantics" nor 0 general semantics." 
2Alfred Korzybski, "Authorts Note," to Selections From 
Science and Sanity,· published· as Appendix V in Korzybskl, · 
Mirihooa of Humanity, op. cit., p. 282. 
3postoff1ce address at Lakeville, Connecticut. 
----===~====================================================~====== 
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In August, 1943, Hayakawa started :publishing the quarterly ETC.: 
A Review of General Semantics, which currently has a circulation 
around 5,200. The international Society for General Semantics 
and the Institute of General Semantics occassionally sponsor 
a Conference on General Semantics, the latest meeting having 
been held in Mexico City in August, 1958> and the next being 
scheduled for _H~!aii in __ Augu~t, .1~60. Organizations interested 
in general semantics and language-behavior studies have also 
been organized in other countries and seem to be :particularly 
active in Japan, the Netherlands, and Argentina. 
Three national congresses of persons interested.in 
general semantics have been held and the papers read at thel!l 
have been published by the Institute of General Semantics. The 
F1rst Congress on General Semantics was held in 1935 at the 
Central Washington College of Education at Ellensburg, Washing-
ton. The Second and Third Congresses on General Semantics were 
held in 1941 and 1949 at the University of Denver.1 
Basic formulations of general semantics 
Korzybski, ·in Science arid Bani ty, attempted to synthe-
size from a wide range of sciences a few basic evaluative prin-
ciples which could be applied to all human situations. General 
semantics may be regarded as a systematic attempt to formulate 
lPOr some criticism of-Korzybski, Science-and Sanitf, 
and general semantics, see: Martin Gardner, ¥ads and Fallac as 
~n the Name of Science (New York: Dover Publications, !ric., 
CI..957l nn. 281-288• or Black on !'\i+. nn 2?.1-?.4€\ 
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the general method of science in such a way that it might be 
applied not only in a few restricted areas of human. experience., 
but generally in daily life.1 The aim of general semantics is 
to stress the importance of the inner reactions of the individ-
ual person and his evaluation processes "as a living issue with 
a living individual."& 
Hayakawa explains general semantics this way: 
General semantics is essentially a nonverbal discipline 
and an educational theory whose aim is to study the eval.-
uational :processes of human beings 1 comparing and contrast-
ing the evaluational processes of great scientists and 
artists with the evaluational processes of the mentally ill; 
comparing and contrasting the evaluational processes which 
a man may use in his successful business with the evalua-
tional processes which he may be using in his miserable home 
life; and then on the basis of these comparisons 8 finding 
the places at which :pathological identifications occur and 
striving to eliminate them.3 
General semantics is ~ syste~ ••• ambitious in 
content1 far-reaehing in its impli-cations 8 yet its recom-
mendations appear· simple and practical. It involves at 
once a psychology1 a unification of science, an educational 
method8 and an ethics. As :psychology (or :psycho-logies). 
the distinctive feature of' general semantics is that it 
regards the symbolic process as·the basic differentiation 
between animal and human behavior~ · In accounting for human 
behavior it postulates the ttneuro-semantic environment"--
the enV'ironment., .that is, of dogmas., beliefs; creeds, 
knowledge and superstitions to which we resc~ as the result 
of our training--as a fundamental and inescapable part of 
our total environment. 
!wendell Johnson., People In Quandaries: The Semantics 
of Personal Adjustment (New York: Harper & Bros • ., 1946)., p. 35. 
2Korzybski" "Authort s Note, n in Manhood of Rum.ani ty8 
op. cit • ., P• 281. 
3s. I. Raya.kawa1 "General Semantics: An Introductory 
Lecture," ETC~: A Review of General Semantics, II (Spring., 
1945) 1 p. 169. 
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As a unification o.f science, general semantics explores 
such widely scattered fields as comparative neurol~gy, 
behavior o.f children and savages, behavior of scientists in 
the manner o.f their manipulation of their s-ymbols • • • and 
seeks to evoke from such explorations general laws regarding 
the assumptions that underlie sane, adult, productive 
orientations and tfose that underlie un-sane, self-~estruc­
tive orientations. . 
The dominant aim of human activity, in this viewpoint, 
should be .fullness and sanity of life.· This requires constant 
and unceasing adjustment to reality and possibility~ Successful 
adjustment requires that the functioning of the human organism 
conforms to its neurological structure. Realizati-on or aware-
ness of this neurological structure and the outside reality 
requires science--the understanding o.f structure. Essential 
to science is a language that reflects the reality of the world 
and the human nervous system. But languages are a product of 
culture, and are loaded with myths, false concepts, confusions, 
. . 
semantic limitations, etc. Therefore, say the semanticists, to 
seek the sanity of life we must: (1) reconstruct our language 
to free it from the various unhealthy elements inherited from 
primitive ages, and (2.) reeducate ourselves to an awareness o:r 
the total problem of evaluation and reality and be aware of our 
abstractions, identifications, confusions, etc.2 
Semantics, in this usage, more nearly means evaluative.3 
ls. I. Hayakawa, "Linguisties and the·Fu.ture,•• ETC.: A 
Review of General Semantics, I (Spring, 1944), pp. 148-149. 
2oassius J. Keyser, "Mathematics and the Science of 
Semantics," Scripta Mathematics., II (1934), p. 252. 
~ead, op• cit., p. 88. 
Then general semantics is a theory of evaluation~ taking into 
account the individual, not divorcing 1?-im from his reactions$ 
nor from his neuro-linguistic and neuro-semantic environments.1 
Lee finds it convenient to approach general semantics 
in three ways:2· 
1. As a description of a method~logy of statement~ 
analysis, and performance. 
2. As a description of a personrs orientation, the 
general and specific tendencies, perspectives, and attitudes 
a person may take in his adjustment to situations and people 
and in his de.finition of himself. These become reactions. 
3. As a set of premises, including: 
a. That it is possible to create a general 
theory of sanity and human evaluation; 
b. That only the human class of life by virtue 
-
of its capacity to use symbols can begin where others stop. 
c. That any point of view about the behavior of 
human beings must start by considering them organisms-as-a-
whole-in-an-environment, and that any analysis which implies 
a splitting must end in blind alley over-generalizations. 
d. That meanings of words or things are not 
merely matters of verbal definitions, but are inseparably 
1Korzybski~ uAuthorr s Note," in Manhood o:f Humanity, 
op. cit., P• 283. 
2Lee, -"General Semantics, 11 op. cit.,. pp. 2-3. 
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connected with 0 intellectua111 and ttemotionaln states and 
colored by past experiences. 
e. That the linguistic forms used by a people are 
involved in the formation of their attitudes. 
In order to better understand general.semantics as pre-
sented in Science and Sanity, let us look for a moment at the 
!man who, forthe most part, may be said to have established the 
pattern of our traditional culture--Aristotle. Although he 
lived 2300 years ago in Greece 1 so influential were his works 
that our civilization has become referred to by some as ~isto­
telian.1 As Johnson puts it: 
There is not one among us who has not been deeply 
affected by his teachings. • • • Many of us may not be 
particularly conscious of all this;· ••• Nevertheless, 
insofar as we are·not scientific, we are all essentially 
Aristotelian in our outlook, in our fundamental attitude, 
or set, or orientation to life. This is to say simply 
that, as individuals, we share the orie·ntation that has 
been f'or so l~ng a t~e basically characteristic of' our 
culture ••• · 
The formulations of' Euclid were adequate f'or the geo-
metrical facts available to Euclid, but they are not adequate _ 
today. Newton's mathematical.language likew»se has become 
inadequate today. Aristotle's formulations enter extensively 
~nto our daily lif'e, shaping and determining our present lan~ 
lwendell Johnson, ttpeople In Quandaries: And Why They 
~e There~n ETC.: A :Review of' General Semantl.cs, I (Winter, 
~943-1944}, p. 71. 
2Ibid., p. 71. 
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guagel culture 1 and evaluative habits.1 General semantics aims 
to reorient the individual away from Aristotelian thought and 
to correct the language faults inherited from Aristotle. "Non-
Aristotelianism is as integral to general semantics as its 
neurological approach to meaning and its reliance upon scien-
tific method.3 2 
However~ as Johnson points out~ Aristotle should not be 
considered 11malicious or stupid. 3 His contributions were stu-
- -
pendou·s. Unfortunate consequences stemming from Aristotle are 
chiefly due to the short comings of Aristotle's followers. uMen 
the tragic error of mistaking the laws of Aristotle for the 
laws of nature~n to be universally employed and ne'V}er revised.3 
Aristotle observed the people and world about him and 
formulated three basic premises; which have guided thought ever 
since:4 
1. The law of identity (A is A); 
2. The law of the excluded middle (either A or 
non-A); 
3. The law of non-contradiction (cannot be both A 
and non-A). 
1Hervey Cleckley, Review of Science and Sanit~~ by 
, Mental Hygiene, XXVII (April, 1943), p. 29 • 
ZBlack, op. cit. 1 P• 22.9. 
3Johnson, "People In Quandaries: And Why They Are There, 
• cit., P• 73. 
4· . Ibid.~ PP•· 71-72. 
The .first law o.f Aristotle, that a thing is what it is 
or an object is identical with itself, is based on the assump-
tion that the universe consists o.f discrete, independent object~ 
But this is not generally so. F1rst~ what we call an object is 
actually a statement o.f a relation between event and.observor. 
That is, the. event is placed in a verbal context. Second~ 
reality is a dynamic process o.f mderoscopic and macroscopic 
levels. In considering "tbingsu: we not only select or abstract 
certain levels o.f characteristics, but we also isolate these 
.features .from their space-time context. From this point o.f 
view, everything is changing and a thing is never what it was 
the preceding instant.1 An individual simply abstracts certain 
characteristics .from an event and treats these characteristics 
as a separate event. 
A primary purpose o.f general semantics is to create a 
general consciousness o.f abstracting.2 This results in two 
basic negative premises: (1) words are not the things we are 
speaking about; and (&) there is no such thing as an object in 
absolute isolation.3 These premises may be .formulated into the 
non-Aristotelian laws o.f:; Non-identity (A is not A);: and Non-
allness (A is not all A~ or, no matter what you say about some-
~~-----------------------------------------------------------------
ls. I. Hayakawa, nGeneral Semantics and Propoganda,n 
Public O_pinion Quarterly, III (April,. 1939}~ p. 203. 
also 
2KOrzybski, Science and Sanity, ot. cit., p. vii. See 
Johnson, Peop~e In Quandaries~ op. c t.~ P• 236. 
3Korz-ybski, Science and Sanity, op. cit., pp. 60-61. 
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tbing.t' you cannot say all about it) •1 A third principle may be 
formulated known as self-reflexiveness {language and abstrac-
tions are self-reflexive--it is possible to react not only to a 
d b t 1 t t t t t th ) a wor , u a so o reac o your reae ion o e word, etc. • · 
These three. non-Aristotelian laws may also be termed tt'uniqueness 
incompletepess"' and dependence"' respectively.3S 
Correct evaluation of reality as seen by each individua~ 
in his environment is sought through non-Aristotelian general 
semantics. The world of reality is made up of submicroscopic 
events as organized matter in action in space-time. It follows 
that: (1) there are an endless number of events; (Z) each event 
has an infinite number of characteristics;; (3} no two events 
are identical in all aspects; (4) two events may possess like-
nesses as well as differences;; and (5); each eV'ent is in a con-
stant state of change.4!: F.t>om this infinity o:f events man 
abstracts what he perceives as reality. Korzybski characterizes 
abstraction as taking place at three leV'els--the sub-microscopic, 
the macroscopic~ and the V'erbal.5 Johnson extends this concept 
Df Levels of abstraction to a nonverbal and verbal classi:fica-
tion.6 The nonverbal level includes the submicroscopic level 
lJohnson~ People In Quandaries"' op. cit."' pp. 17~ & 180. 
2 ~·"' P• 183. 
3camp$ op. cit.~ p. 477. 4Ibid., P• 474. 
-
5Korz~bski"' Science and Sanity, op. cit., p. 376. 
6Johnson~ People In Quandaries~ op. cit., .P• ~aa. 
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of e~ectrons and atoms, the microscopic level of cells and 
structures and the macroscopic level of stimuli man perceives 
with his eyes or other senses. The next step lf:upn: in the 
abstraction process is to the verbal level where first a name 
or label is attached to the microscopic or macroscopic levels~ 
and then generalizations or inferences are made about the label, 
and then inferences are made about the first inferencess and so 
on to higher and higher abstractions. 
It has been found that it is characteristic of the 
maladjusted individual to remain on high levels of abstraction 
in dealing with the world since .he is unaware of the abstraction 
process.l 
The extensional-intensional concepts 
To avoid the dangers of over-abstraction and other 
faults of Aristotelian thought 6 the n:ex.tensionalm orientation 
is sought. This is an orientation towards reality and away 
from a world of words. Such a formulation is put w1 thin tbi.s 
framework:.'2 
1. Ali. behavior takes pl.ace within the extensional. 
1Henry N. Peters, tt:supraordinality of Associations and 
Maladjustment,"' Journal of. Psychology~ XXXIII (1952), p. 21.8 ... 
·2Rrancis H .. Mitchells n:A Test ot Certain Semantic 
Hypotheses by App~cation to Client Centered Counseling Cases: 
Intensi.onali.ty-E:xtensionality of Clients in Therapy., 11· {abstract 
of an unpublished P.h. D. dissertation, Division of the Social 
Sciences., Committee on Ruman Development" University of Chica~o~ 
1951)~ i~ .... GeneraJ. Semantics Bulletin; No .. J.0-11 (AutJmJ.n-W'inteJ;l, 
:t952-i953.J· n .. .a:::>.. · · .•. ~, 
!actors of a given place~ time$ and under certain conditions 
2~. Between these extensional !actors an inf'ini te 
number o! variabLe re~ationships exist. 
3. Behaviors if essentia1~y intensiona11y oriented~ 
gives first-order importance to trmental" configurations or 
definitions that do not represent adequate1y the extension~ 
!actors o! the situation. 
Tb.is':..'extensiolial orientation may be aided by the use of 
n.extensional devices"; s:uch as:: indexing ( appl..e1 is not appJle2 ),;: 
dating (a:ppll.el959 is not appl.e JL96Qj),;;; using "etc."· a.f'ter an 
expression or statement to indicate the terms not mentioned; 
using quotes to indicate words of variab1e meaning;; and using 
hyphens to join words closely related.l 
Extensionalism is also sought through relating reality 
to ourselves.·. In general, our adjustment is related to our 
ability to predict happenings accurately)~· This means that man 
must perceive, and his language must !unction~ in a way that is 
similar to reality. Good communication is based on the same 
prineip£es. as good science~ tbitik in ter.mB o! specifics and 
examples, that is~ in operational terms~ and i! you have to use 
generalities translate them ~ediately into concrete !acts and 
1Korzybski, Science and Sanity, op. cit., p. xxxiii 
2rrving J. Lee, Language Habits In Human Affairs (New 
York:; Harper & Bros., ~941}, P• 2J.. 
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~l~ustrations.l ·This operationalism$ or positi~ism, or empir-
icism is a concept expressed by A. B. Johnson in 1828,2 but 
~hich was first brought into modern times in science by P. W. 
Bridgman.3) Yet e-ven today such an approach is missing in the 
social sciences. Instead of using operational definitions, 
111socio1ogists are still.. wedded to defini tiona in descriptive 
terms, wbi ch do not enable another party to dupll ca te the thing 
defined.n 4 
Modern man has come to an impasse with the actual con-
ditions of life shaped by exten$ional science while our inner 
Grientations and language remain intensional. As Sondel says: 
"Proper e~aluation is possible only when the human. being looks 
.. 
out on the worm.d o:f peop~e and things with an awareness o:f 
process, of uniqueness., of relatedness, and of order."'5 
General semantics seeks an extensional orientation as 
a means of sanely facing our e-valuative processes and our envir-
onment. The extensional orientation causes one to be aware of 
things, facts, and operat;tons in the way they are related in 
lRudolf ~each" How To Make Sense (New York~ Harper & 
Bros., 1954) s- pp .. 98-99. 
2Bynin, op.. cit. j! p.. 2.Qi .. 
3p. W. Bridgman, The Logic of Modern Physics (New York: 
[!he Macmillan Co., 1927}~ Pp~ xiv & 228. 
4stuart Carter Dodd, Dimensions of Society (New York: 
The Macmillan Co., 1942}, p. 10. 
5Bess Sondelt Humanity of Words (Cleveland: Worill.d 
Publishing Co., 1958) 1 P• 130 .. 
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n~ture instead of in the way they are talked about~ to be aware 
of abstractions and to avoid identification of dissimilar things 
and labels. An intensional orientation causes one to be con-
earned with words~ to confuse real things with labels and one 
set of labels with another. 
From the formulations of intensionalism-extensionalism~ 
and from the premises of general semantics discussed above~ a 
variety of evaluative and verbal habits or attitudes may be 
derived to help describe the intensional orientation. 
Korzybski finds the following characteristics~ among 
others~ as elements of intensionalism~1 
:E. Tendency towards • elementalism or separation of 
integral elements such as n s.ense"1 and "'mind. n. 
&. Two valued elemental logic. 
3:. Lack of discrimination between the 1fis o:f iden-
tity~ the "is"1 of predication, the tt:is": of existence, and 
the n1su as an auxiliary verb. 
4. The assumption of simple cause and effect in 
complex situations. 
5. The assumption of the cosmic validity of grannnar. 
6. The acceptance of elemental, one-value, complete 
definitions rather than taking into account undefined terms 
and omitted elements. 
lKorzybski, Science and Sanity, op. cit .. , pp .• 93, 
753-755, xxv-xxvi. 
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?. Lack of discrimination between descriptive and 
inferential words. 
8. Disregard for levels and orders of abstraction. 
9. Tendency to evaluate at the inferential level 
before or.in place of the descriptive levelm. 
10. Lack of recognition of the dynamic,., transactional. 
process of reality. 
11. Assumption of certainty rather than evaluation 
of probability .. 
Cam~ sees these next characteristics as results of an 
inefficient or intensional functioning of the nervous system:.l 
1. Either-or evaluation. 
2 .• Allness evaluation .. 
3 .. Elementalisme 
4. Absolute evaluation (rigid; once right,.· always 
right) .. 
5 •. Too much talking· (belief in the power of verbali-
zation). 
6. Faulty evaluatiol;l. of words (persisting in, old 
words and ideas and rejecting ne~ ones or new uses}. 
7. Too little talking (fear br anxiety resulting 
in too little or too late or inadequate expression) .. 
8. Excessive use ofsuperlatives, negatives,. and 
self reflexions and personal pronouns. 
lcamp, op. cit.,. pp. 48Z & 487. 
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Stuart Dodd lists ten "1s:emantie tanglesttr which can lead 
to faulty orientations and eo~unieation:l 
l. Lack of relating to a person~ or who. 
z. Lack of relating to a period# or when. 
3. Lack of relating to a place~ or where. 
4. Lack of eon~ideration of purpose~ or why. 
5. Lack of empirical relationship, or example. 
6. Abstraction from context~ situation~ or how. 
7. Failure to consider uniqueness of each event~ or 
quality. 
8. Failure to consider the range of degrees or 
quantity an event or situation may involve ( allness}. 
9. Lack of relating to a class or general area ot 
validity. 
lO. Lack of relating to a system or level. within an 
area 
Si:x: common di:ffieul.ties encountered in everyday reason-
ing are provided by Keyes::2 
I.. OVersimpllifieation-trying to i"ind the cause and 
ignoring the complexity of the situation. 
a. The post hoe ergo propter hoe fallacy--mistaking 
1stuart o. Dodd# "Ten Semantic Tangles and the Threat 
of War~" Journalism Quarterly, XXXV (Spring, 1958)~ p. 173. 
2Kenneth s. Keyes Jr., 0 The Why and Where:t'ore In Every-
day Life," paper read at the Third Congress on General Semantics, 
1949$- published in General Semantics Bulletin, No. 1-2. (Autumn-
Winter, 1949-~950), p. 7. 
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chance correlation for a cause-effect relationship. 
3. Failure to recognize differences introduced by 
different individuals and/or different time. 
4. The pitfall of elementalism or separation of 
unseparable aspects. 
5. Failure to think in terms of probability. 
6. Mistaking our selected abstractions for a well-
rounde·d picture. 
Five particular attributes of intensionalism have been 
given by Irving J. Lee::1 
~., Refusal to go beyond existing facts#. beliefs .. 
and theories. 
2:. Responding "trigger-f'ashiontt. without analysis 
(signal reaction) rather than delaying reactions. 
3. Thinking in terms of fixed .. typed categories. 
4. Unawareness of object o:f :feelings (fear, hate# 
shame# etc.) .. and responding to labels and not relating 
situations in time. 
5. Thinking in pre-formed verbalizations rather than 
in fact based visualization. 
Weinberg provides four other common semantic blunders ::2 
1. Confusion o:f inferences with descriptions, or 
generalizations with specific findings. 
lLee, n General Sam anti es, tt op. cit • ,. pp. 2-3. 
2weinb~rg, op. cit., PP• 107-108. 
= 
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2. Substitution of facility in the use of symbols 
for understanding of situational sim.ila.rity: i.e. failure 
to see s~larities in real events but being able to juggle 
symbols. 
3. Use of symbols whose structure and source are 
different from the application used. 
4. Inability to extend a symbol beyond ita original 
presentational context. 
Mitchell~ finally~ lists fourteen specific character-· 
istic~ of an intensional orientation:~ 
1. Absolute statements of judgements and over-gener-
alizations. 
2. Judgement of one element transferred to the whole 
3. Assuming a viewpoint reflects all elements-
selecting facts. 
4. Identifying elements of a group to an individual 
and ignoring differences. 
5. Theory dominated rather than fact oriented. 
e •. Defining by qualities rather than specifics or 
examples. 
7. Not relating to space-t~e. 
8. Treating past and present as one~ and the future 
as fact. 
1Mitchell, op. cit., p. 26. · 
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9 .. Two valued eval.uations rather than muJl.ti-valued. 
10., Accepting authority of words and statements: 
rather than evaluating them in each instance. 
ll... Confusing levels of abstractions~ and confusing 
evaluation with fact. 
12. Projecting previous concepts onto current sit-
uations.··-
13. Staying on the same level or abstraction without 
realizing 1 t. 
14. Confusing ideas of association or recall with 
facts~. 
In this chapter the writer has attempted to present some 
background information in the history, development~ and usage or 
s:emantics, and general semantics~ and the intensional. orienta-
tion has been described. The next chapter will present a dis-
cussion or how this inf'or.mation is related to a study on 
behavior and listening ability. 
CHAPrER II 
A REASONED EXPERDVlENTAL APPROACH 
Design Description 
Now that the intensional orientation has been described 
at some length, the next step is to design an experiment that 
can test~ to some degree~ the hypothesis that there is a rela-
tionship between this semantic orientation and an individual•s 
oral comprehension ability. This study was intended only to be 
a first step towards the measurement of this relationship. 
The first problem was to determine a method by which an 
individual might be classed as intensionally or extensionally 
oriented. In general semantics theory, intensionalism is a 
generalized orientation including the total neuro-psychological 
evaluational system of an individual. Manifestations of this 
orie~tation, therefore, shpuld be found to some degree not only 
in the way in which a person writes or speaks, but in his total 
approach.to reality and his_perception of the world. All aspee 
of a person's behavior~; perception, evaluation, reaction, and 
personality should reflect this semantic orientation to some 
-44-
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degree. The same characteristics that can be attributed to a 
personality or attitude description may be used in deseribing 
an intensional orientation. Perhaps it is that the semantic or 
eval:iiaHonal orientation is one of the basic newopsychie struc-
tures that result in what is described as healthy or unhealthy 
itttitud.es or peraonali ties. Allport prefers the term trait for 
a general area or direction of readiness for response, and 
attitude for a readiness with a well-defined object of. reference.~ 
Trait, ~in. t~s ·sen~ a, i::J 11 ~ generali~ed. and focalized neuro-
~~'Y~~.(} __ ~Y~~em (peculiar to the individual), with the capacity 
to render many stimuli functionally equivalent, and to initiate 
and guide consistent {equivaJ.ent) forms of adaptive and, expres:-
: · ... -· 
siva behavior.n2 An attitude can also be considered as an 
I 
abstraction from a large number of related acts or responses.3 
Besponses to a situation may vary because of madiatio~ 
by a latent variable or trait. This latent V'ariable is expreasec 
as a cluster of specific attitudes which are sought by observing 
various responses or manifested variables.4. These responses 
may be in the form of physical behavior or verbal opinions. The 
·
1Gordon w. Allport, Personality:·A Psychological. Inter-
.Pretation (New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1937), p. 293. 
2rbid. ·' p. 293. 
3Bert F. Green, ttAttitude Mea.surement,tt in Handbook of 
Social Psycholo~, ed. Gardner Lindzey (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Addlson=lesley blisbing Co., Inc•, 1954), p. 335. 
4Ibid. 1 P• 335. 
-
·.~ 
problem of measurement is to determine and isolate the set of 
, 
behaviors or manifest behaviors of an attitude or trait universet 
Therefore the steps to be taken in this study were: first, 
defining the universe of traits sought; and second, finding 
appropriate devices to measure this universe. Existing ac~es 
or measuring devices were used whenever possible in order to 
eliminate some of the problems of validation. The development 
of the intensional scale is discussed in the next section on the 
problem of scalingo 
The second problem was to measure the listening ability 
of e~ch_subject. This required .both material to w~eh ~u.bjects 
listen~ and a test to measure how well they listen or under-
stand. Since the abstraction process is an integral part of 
general semantics theory, two types of material were provided 
for listening--one which could be called abstract, and another 
!Which could be called nonabatraet, or concrete. ·This listening 
problem is discussed in the final part of this chapter. 
Once the measurements of semantic orientation and 
listening comprehension were made, there remained the task of 
correlating these measures and analyzing the results with 
regard to the hypothesis. 
T.he following measurements of each individual were made 
or obtained from existing recorda and correlated with each 
other: (1) degree of intensionalism, (2) listening abi~ity on 
~Ibid., P• 336. 
II 
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abstract material, (3) listening ability on nonabstract mater-
ial, (4) verbal reasoning ability (general intelligence), 
(5) reading ability, and (6) aptitude in science courses. 
~hese hypotheses were tested: 
1. ~hat there would be a correlation in the negative 
direction between intensionalism and listening ability. 
~hat is, th~t the more intensional a subject, the poorer 
would be his listening ability score. 
2. ~hat the~e would be a difference between the 
correlation of the listening abilities on abstract and non-
abstract material with intensionalism. That is, that there 
would be a difference in the relationship between inten-
sionalism and understanding of abstract material, and under-
standing of concrete material. It was not predicted in 
what direction this difference might lik. 
3. ~hat there would be a correlation in the negative 
direction between intensionalism and reading ability. 
4. That there would be a correlation in the negative 
direction between intensionalism and aptitude in laboratory 
science courses. ~hat is, that the highly intensional 
subject would do less well in science courses, since science 
deals with extensional objects and empirical realities, 
than the subject with low intensionalism. 
5. ~hat the effect of intelligence or abi~ity on 
these corre~ations would not be significant. ~hat is, that 
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ability was not the determining factor in these relationship 
The Scaling Problem 
The universe to be scaled 
P1rst, an intensional scale had to be created. Since 
existing measures were to be used whenever possible, and since 
most of the existing scales are expressed in the for.m of state-
ments of belief or attitudes, this for.m of scale, known as the 
summated rating,l was used. Scales may be either unidmmensional 
(measuring a single variable or general attitude), or homogen-
eous (measuring one specific attitude).a The intensional seale 
is unidimensional. Items in a scale may be monotonic {answers 
ranging in one direction), or nonmonotonic (variable direc-
tional answers).3 The intensional scale is monotonic. 
The summated rating me~hod assumes a single common 
factor model in which the intercorrelations of the items are 
due to a single common factor or latent variable to which all 
items are mutually related. Thus each item has a mutual factor 
and a unique item factor, so that the greater the number of 
items, the greater the measure of the common factor, and the 
unique factors will accumulate more slowly or cancel each other 
1Green feels that the summated rating scale is as 
reliable, or is more reliable, than most other attitude scale 
methods (~., pp. 364-365.). 
2Ibid., p. 339. 
out. It is usually necessary to verify thee· single common factor 
model by: (1) factor analysis, (2) :Ltem-teat correlations, or 
(3) a teat of' homogeneity of' items.1 Bough item-test correla-
tiona of' the intensional scale were made and are reported in 
Chapter III. Of' course, the value of' a scale depends on the 
items. Poor or ill-chosen items invariably result in a poor 
scale~ Fbr this reason, the writer used existing, validated 
. . .. ~. ' . 
items whene~er poasibJ.e. 
A general description of' intensionalism was given at 
the end of Chapter I. From this general description, this 
writer has formed seventeen descriptive characteristics of' the 
intensional orientation. This was the universe of' intension-
alism that was to be scaled. These characteristics are: 
J.. A tendency towards elementalism, or the separ-
ation of' integral elements. 
· · 2~. Disregardi~ comple:x:1 ties--assuming simple cause 
and affect relations :n complex situations, or because one 
event happens to precede another. 
. . 
3. Confusion of' levels of' abstraction, especially 
confusion of' fact and evaluation, or evaluating at the 
inferential level before or in place of' evaluation at the 
descriptive level• 
4. Tendency to stay on the sa:m.e level of' abstraction 
or rigid abstraction.-
5. Signal reactions--responding tttrigger-f'ashion1' 
without any delay tor rational evaluation. 
6. Allness--the use of "all" phrases and eternal 
verities. 
J.Ibid., P• 363. 
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7e Disregard of nulti-meaningness--the use of multi-
meaning words as having but one meaning. 
a. OVer generalization and the use of catchwords. 
9 .. Dichotomous evaluations--the black and white, or 
either-or evaluation. 
10. Unrelatedness--not Irelating a word or idea to a 
time, place., source, or situation ~hen necessary. 
ll~ Transferring identifying characteristics of an 
individual to a group, and trans1'err1ng JUdgements of a 
group to individual elements of the group. 
. . ·- - . 
12. Tendency towards bias, and selectivity of facts 
and judgements without acknowledging this bias. 
13. Aeeetting words as authorities rather than eval-
uating their va idfty and appropriateness. 
14. Projection of old concepts to current situations. 
15. Treatment of·past as present, or lack of recog-. 
nition of the dynamics of realitye 
16. Considering the future as fact--treatment of 
judgements and predictions of the futUre as facts rather 
than as possibilities or probabilities. 
17. Use of and belief in personification and animism. 
Scales to fit the intensional universe 
With this working definition for the universe of inten-
sionalism, the next task was to seek scales that would measure 
these characteristics either directly or indirectly. ~urning 
to personality studies, the characteristie.s known as rigidity, 
. ' - . 
dogmatism, ethnocentrism (prejudice), and authoritarianism 
showed 'indications of being usable scaling approaches·. 
ltl.gidity ~s. a charat?teristic_that can be defined as 
inflexible in manner and thoup;ht.. stubborn .. pedantic. unbending. 
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and firm. 1 ~gidity as a personality factor ~as been shown to 
e not a unitary trait~ but one that can be described as con-
taining three factors: (1) motor-cognitive speed; (2) person--
ality-perceptual rigidity; and {3.) motor-cognitive rigidity.2 
Personality-perceptual rigidity is measurable by verbal scales.3 
Dogmatism can be considered as the total system of 
beliefs and disbe+iefs 1 at the abstract level, which are closed 
or resist change.4 It is attitude organization at an abstract 
leveJ.-.5 Rigidity, by eontrast 1 may be considered as single 
liefs, sets 1 or expectancies, at a concrete level., which 
esist change6--attitude organization at a concrete level. 
ification or personification appears to be related to dogma-
tism.? Dogmatism as a trait contains three sets of variables: 
(1) closed cognitive systems; {2) general authoritarianism; and 
lp. Barron, "Complexity-Simplicity As a Personality 
on, tt Journal- of Abnormal and Social Psychology, XLVIII 
(April, 1953), p. 167. . . 
of .. Be. haviora1 Rigidity/' 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, LI (Nov., 1955), 
3Ibid., P• 607. 
4n1ton liokeach and Benjamin F.rttchter, 0 A Factorial. 
of Dogmatimn and Belated Concepts~" Journal ot Abnorma1 
al LIII (Nov. 1 1956J, P• 356. 
5mlton Rokeach, tt.Prejudice., Concreteness of Thinking, 
Reification of Tbinking,"-Journa1 of Abnormal and Social T>-----... XLVI (Jan., 1951), P• 89. 
6Rokeach and Fruchter, op. cit., P• 356. 
7Rokeach, op. cit., P• 90. 
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(3) general intolerance or opinionation.l 
Ethnocentrism# or prejudice., often stems from nation-
alistic or tribal standardiz'ations of ethics and law .2 Pre-
judice~ in English usage, used to have the meaning of a judge-
ment formed before due examination and. consideration o:f the 
facts--a premature or has~y judgement.s Now the term has 
acquired the additional connotation of the favorableness or 
up£avorableness that ac~ompanies a hasty, unsupported judgement. 
Allport defines prejudice as ua feeling, favorable or unfavor-
able 1 toward_ a person or thing prior to, or ·not based on, actual 
e.:x:perience.n4 Prejudice against a person commonly comes from 
ascribing objectionable_qualities to a group, and then disliking 
every member of' that group for possessing those qualities. 
' - - - . . 
Prejudices tend not to be altered by exposure to new knowledge.5 
Other qualities contained in the label of prejudice include 
overcategorization and stereotyping, labeling., a need for 
definiteness or authoritarianism, rigid_ moralistic views., a 
tendency to dichotomize, and externalization (projection# 
1Milton Rokeach, "Political and 'Religious Dogmatism: !An Alternati'V"e To the Authoritarian Personality," Psychological 
Monographs, LXX, No. 18, Whole No. 425 (1956), p. 4. 
2Gardner Murphy, Personalitz {New York: Harper & Bros., 
1947), P• 985. 
s"Gordon w. Allport, The Nature of Prejudice (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1954}, p. 6. 
4 Ibid., p. 6. 
--
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fatalism~ or feeling of lack of control o~er events).l 
Authoritarianism is a character type which is rigid, 
operates in terms of hierarchy and domination, and demands 
~questioning submission to authority.2 The authoritarian 
personality includes rigidity, stresses detail, is stimulus 
bound, adheres to set, is ~losed to new ideas, and finds its 
actions often rising from defensiveness. The authoritarian 
character also·fa~ors rules, orderliness, sticking to rules, 
and moral unrealism in which right and wrong are ascribed to 
things rather than by people, much as he sees 11 the names of 
things in the objects themselves" rather than as labels given by 
people to describe events.5 
Two other characteristics that can be found in some 
individuals are a tendency to abstract, and uncritical infer-
ence. The tendency to abstract, or abstractness, is a prefer-
ence for generalizations and abstracti0ns---a tendency to think 
and speak in abstractions and avoid specifics, concrete objects~ 
or r'~ality. This abstractness often includes a tendency to stay 
on the same level of abstraction, usually a high level, rather 
than changing levels to fit the subject. Uncritical inference 
•/ 
~ay be defined as the making of conjecture, supposition, guess, 
as·sum.ption, etc., but_ thinking and acting as if one had remained 
1 Ibid., pp. 173, 186, 397, 398~ 400, 404. 
2Murph!, op. cit., _P• 980. 
3Ibid •• pp. 860-861. 
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with what had actually been observed.~ That is, it is treating 
an inference as a fact--jumping to conclusions. 
Analyzing the intensional universe given above,2 with 
the individu~l characteristics discussed, the following match-
ings of.' personality characteristics and intensional character-
istics were arrived at: 
Dogmatism Disregarding comp~exities 
All11ess · 
Disregardo:f' niUlti...:meaningness 
<War· generalization · 
Dlcncftoincnis evaluations 
un:r•eiatea.nesa·· ·· · - · 
Seie ctivi ty- of.' :f'"acts -
Projection ·of.' old concepts 
Treatment of past as present 
Personification and animism 
Rigidity Confusion of.' levels of abstraction 
Ri.gid aostraction 
Signal reactions 
Unre~atedness 
Projection of old concepts 
Treatment of past as present 
Prejudice Con:f'usion of levels of abstraction 
Signal reactions 
All ness 
Disregard of mult1-meaningness 
OVer generalization 
Transferring-identifying characteristics 
Selectivity o:f facts 
Projection- o:f old concepts 
Treatment of past as present 
Considering the future as fact 
Personification and animism 
1willi~ v. Haney, "Measurement of.' the Ability To Dis-
criminate Between Inferential and Descriptive Statement,tr 
{abstract of.' an unpublished P.h~ D. dissertation, Northwestern 
University, Evanston, Illi"Iiois; ~953), in-General Semantics 
Bulletin, No. 16-17 {Autumn, 1955), p. 49. 
~- .... 
Authoritarianism 
Uncritical-
In:ference 
Abstractness 
Disregarding complexities 
All ness 
Dichotomous evaluations 
Accepting words as authorities 
Confusion of levels of abstraction 
Dichotomous evaluations 
Unrelatedness 
Selectivity o:f f'acts 
Projection of old concepts 
Treatment of past as present 
Considering the future as fact 
Disregarding complexities 
Contusion of levels of' abstraction 
ltlgid abstraction 
OVer generalization 
Unrelatedness 
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While the various factors of' ability, dogmatism rigid-
ity, anxiety, prejudice, authoritarianism, tendency to abstract, 
and others are all related to each other to some extent under 
some conditions, at the same time they appear to be factorially 
discriminable.1 However, in making up a scale seeking a com-
bination of' these personality elements, it was assumed that if 
the concept of' intensionalism was valid to begin with, the 
single common factor of' intensionalism would override the 
unique item factors of' unrelated personality characteristics. 
Obviously the scale must be evaluated item by item for appli-
cabili t7 to an intensional discrimination instrument. 
The intensionalism scale constructed 
Based on the above discussion, the following scales 
lRokeach and Fruchter, op. cit., p. 360. 
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were chosen from which items would be selected to make up the 
intensionalism scale: 
l. The California E scale for ethnocentrism or 
prejudice as de~eloped by Adorno.1 
2. The California F scale .for fascistic or anti-
democratic personality, or the authoritarian personality, 
as de~eloped by Adorno.2 
3~ The dogmatism or D scale (and the opinionation 
or 0 scale) as de~eloped by Rokeach.3 
4. The Wesley ~gidity Scale as shortened and 
modified by Zelen and Le~itt.4 
5. The Uncritical-Inference Test as suggested and 
de~eloped by Haney. 5 
6. The SUpraordinate or Subordinate Associations 
Test .for tendency to abstract as de~eloped by Peters.6 
As "Rokeach has shown,. the dogmatism scale measures both 
lTheodor w. Adorno et al., The Authoritarian Person-
ality (New York: Harper & Bros., 1950), p. 142. 
2Ibid., PP• 255-257. 
- . 
3Rokeach, 1'Political and Religious Dogmatism," op. cit., 
P:P• 7-lo,. 12. 
4seymour L •. Zelen and Eugene E. Le~itt, "Notes On the 
Wesley Rigidity Scale: The De~elopment of a Short Fbrm,u 
Journa1 of Abnormal and Social Psychology, XLIX (July, 1954), 
p .. 472. . 
5Haney, op. cit., pp. 49-50 •. 
6Henry N. Peters, "SUprao~dinality o.f Associations and 
Maladjustment, n Journal of Psychology, XXXIII ( 1952), p. 218. 
I 
I 
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general authoritarianism and general intolerance~ whereas the 
F scale and E seale measure primarily rightist authoritarianism 
and rightist intolerance.l To some degree, then, the dogmatism 
and opinionation scales can replace the E and F scales, and 
were included to prevent authoritarian personalities with lert 
leanings from escaping measurement. 
Brown finds rigidity related to authoritarianism only 
in ego-involved situations.~ Goodstein after analyz~ng three 
rigidity tests finds the concept of intellectual rigidity as a 
unitary trait difficult to uphold.~ Both findings~ however~ 
can be considered as measuring motor rigidity in part. Z6len 
and Levitt relate their short form rigidity test~ a verbal 
scale, to the personality-perceptual rigidity factor as con-
ceived by Schaie.~ This factor should be the more closely 
related factor to intensionalism. 
Cohn finds that the F scale, rather tban measuring 
potential authoritarianism~ may simply reflect the intellectual 
~ophistication of the testee.5 That is, the sopbisticated 
lRokeach and Fruchter, op. cit., p. 356. 
2Roger W. Brown, "A Determinant of the Relationship 
Between lli.gidi ty and Authoritarianism,." Journal of Abnormal 
and Social Psychology, XLVIII (Oct., 1953}, p. 475. 
3Leonard D. Goodstein, "'Intellectual Rtgidity and 
Social Attitudes,'tl Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 
XLVIII (July, 1953),. p .. 352 .• 
4Zelen and Levitt, op. cit., P• 472:. 
5T. s. Oohn, "'The Relation of the F Scale To Intelli-
gence, tf; Journal of Social Psychology, XLVI (1957},. p. 216. 
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authoritarian may answer so that his authoritarianism does not 
show. BasaJ in a more serious charge, ela.ims that three-fourths 
of the variance on F scale scores is simply due to ac~~iescence~ 
This is a charge that can be laid to any scale in w.hich all o:f 
the items are scored in the same direction. The more ambivalent 
the question, the more liable a subject is to acquiesee.2 
Christie, Havel and Seidenberg, however~ in determining that 
the F seale is somewhat but not fully reversible, find that the 
acquiescence component is not generally significant in many 
groups.~ In constructing the intensionalism scale, an attempt 
was made to reverse the direction of scoring of some of the 
items, but the attempt was not generally successful as is 
reported in Chapter III. 
The ini ti'al form of the intensionalism scale was eon-· 
strueted in three parts. The first and main part is in the form 
of a. summated rating seale, as described above~ consisting of 
fifty-two items and employing a Likert-type scaling system. The 
items were selected as follows: nine of the original twenty 
items in the final form of the E seale~ nine of ,the original 
thirty i tema in the final form-, of the F scale,. twenty of the 
l:sernard M. Bass, ttAuthori tarianism or Acquiescence,"' 
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, LI (Nov., 1955)~ 
p. 62.2. 
2Ibid., P• 622. 
3R. Christie, J. Havel., and B. Seidenberg, tt•rs The F 
Seale Irreversible?'" Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology,. 
LVI (1958), P• 158.-
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original forty items in the final form of the D scale# two of 
the original forty items in the final form of the 0 scale (in-
tended mainly to offset some of the directivity of the E scale}, 
six: of the twelve i tams in the short form of the Wesley Rigidity 
Scale, and six items constructed by the writer to scale specific 
characteristics of intensionalism. 
These items# in each case# were selected on the basis 
of': (I) their ability to discriminate between high and low 
scale groups as statistically demonstrated by the creator of 
each scale and reported in the original publication; and (2) 
their apparent applicability to measuring the intensional uni-
verse as subjectively evaluated by the writer of this thesis. 
The number of' items taken from the E and F scales were chosen 
to equal each other and together to be approaimately the same 
as the number of items from the D and 0 scales. 
The fifty-two items were randomly presented in the test. 
Scoring by the subjects was in terms of agreement or disagree-· 
ment according to the following instructions printed as part 
of each scale copy::l 
Part One 
This part consists of 52 questions which are to be 
answered on the basis of whether or not you agree with 
the statement made. If you agree very much with the 
statement, mark a 1'-+3tt in the space provided. If you 
disagree very much,. mark a "-3tr in the space provided. 
If you fall somewhelie between strong agreement or 
strong disagreement# mark a u:+-2", "+1", "-1", or "-2n 
in the space as appropriate .. Do not use zero ("a,.) • 
. ~ . .. 
lsee Appendix A, p. Jl..OlB:., 
The plus numbers mean agreement, the minus numbers 
mean disagreement. 
The second part of the intensionalism scale consists of 
sixteen items taken from an original list of twenty words 
designed to measure a preference for supraordinate or subordi-
nate word ass:ociations as a measure of tendency to abstract. 
The response by the subjects are words associated with the 
listed words according to the following instructions:l 
Part Two 
With each of the following words you are to give 
either the class o:f objects o:f which it is a member 
or name an object which is a member of the class named 
by the word. That is, give either a "'supraordinate"· 
word or a "subordina;te1~' word., For example,. i:f the 
original word were u:spiderw. one could write tt.insecttt: 
and this would be giving a supraordinate or class to 
whl.ch the spider belongs. On the other hand, to tt.spider"' 
one could respond with tt:black widow.~'' and this would be 
giving a subordinate or object which belongs to the 
class of spiders. 
It makes no difference whether you give a subor-
dinate or a supraordinate to these words. The main 
thing is that you give the :first word to come to your 
mind~ and give only on~ response word (or phrase) to 
each test word. That is, do not give both a supra-
ordinate and a subordinate. 
The third part of the intensionalism scale consists o:f 
eight items as an uncritical-inference scale. Four of the 
items came :from the original test description, and f'our of the 
items were constructed by the writer. Answers are in the f'or.m 
of ~valuating the validity of statements made about a simp~e 
lsee Appendix A, p. lOS~ 
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story gi~en in the test~ as explained in the following instruc-
tions from the scale:l 
Part Three 
This final section is designed to determine your 
ability to think accurately and carefully. In the 
following st.ories s assume all of the information to 
be definitely accurate gnd ~· After reading the 
stories~ answer the foll.owi~ statements in the space 
provided in this manner: 1r:Tn: meaning definitely true · 
on the basis of the facts presented;; "'F' meaning 
definitely false on the basis of the facts presented;; 
or "'!" meaning questionable or may be true or false but 
on the basis of the information given you cannot be 
definitely certain. 
The total scale, consisting of seventy-six items, is 
provided in Appendix A. Since the total scale incorporates a 
number of subscales and is quite long, a pretest situation waa 
designed and the scale shortened for further use. The shortened 
form will. be described in the next chapter. 
Scale ~alidity and reliability 
The validity of the approach used here perhaps should 
be considered next. There are four general aims of testing;2 
(l) prediction of present performance, (~) prediction of future 
performance~ (3) estimation of present status on an external 
variable either reflected or inferred from the test, and (4l 
scaling for possession of a trait or quality. There are also 
four types of validity that may be considered--predictive, 
lsee Appendix A, p .. 100 .. 
2American Psychological. Association, "Technical Recom-
mendations for Psychological Tests and Diagnostic Techniques,"' 
auppl.ement to Psychological Bulletin.- LI (Mar .... 1954}., p. 13 .• 
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concurrent, construct, and content.1 Predictive and concurrent 
validity are both criterion oriented~ That is, both are vali-
dated against outside empirical criterion. Predictive validity 
measures the accuracy of prediction over a period of time. 
Concurrent validity measures the ability to discriminate immedi-
ately between groups already established by other means. Con-
s·truct validity is a subjective validation of the q11alities 
the test measures. That is, the validity of the theory under-
lying the test as well as the test itself. Content validity is 
a measure of· how accurately a systematic sampling represents a 
universe of objective content. That is, it evaluates the extent 
to which a subject's response to the items of a test are repre-
sentative of' his responses to the total area of concern being 
teste do 
Tests concerned with behavior as related to extrinsic 
criteria or signs are evaluated in relation to the criteria--
predictive and concurrent validity., Tests concerned with 
aamples of' a universe, and behaviors in test situations using 
definite traits as criteria~ are evaluated on the effectiveness 
of the sample used in the test--content validity. When there 
are no definite criteria, when the universe or quality to be 
measured is not operationally defined, or when no criteria is 
fully valid 11 indirect measures of validity must be made-con-
struct validity.. n:construct validity is important at times for 
libid • ., pp. 13-!.4. 
= 
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every sort o:f psychological test.nl 
Validity is in the respon~e~-not in the question.2 Thus 
an item may measure reasoning in one person, but merely recall 
in another. Validity is not constant but changes :for each 
group of subjects and pqrpose :for which intended. While some 
.. 
tests are more valid than others~ it cannot alway be precisely 
quantitized and often cannot be even appro.ximated.5 The use o:f 
content validity assumes: (1) that an area o:f concern can be 
defined; (2;) that a sample of' this area can be drawn;; and 
(3) that the sample can be defined ao as to enable the test 
user to judge how adequately performance on the sample is 
typical. 
Validation procedures in content and construct validity 
may involve the !'ollowing methods:4b (l) group differences; 
(2:) correlation with other tests;- (3) factor analysis;; (4:) 
studies o:f internal structure or internal consistency (but only 
when the trait calls for high consistency); (5} studies 'Of 
change over time; and (6) studies o:f process,, that is,. observed 
processes and behaviors. In construct validity the theory of 
l!£e J. Gronbach and Paul E. Meehl, tt:construct Valid.i ty 
in Psychological Tests,"; Psychological Bulletin, LII (July, 
1955), P• 2B3 .. 
2Roger T. Lennon, "'Assumptions Underlying the Use of 
Content Validity ,tt' Educational and Psychological Measurement~ 
XVI (Autumn, 1956)~ P• 296. 
3Ibid.,. P• 2_96. 
~Gronbach and Meehl, op. cit.,. pp. 2B7-289. 
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construct must be su~~iciently clear that others can accept or 
reject it. It is best to e~aluate construct ~alidity by inte-
grating-e~idence ~rom as many sources as possible.1 This is a 
task that remains·to be done in the case o~ the intensionalism 
s·cale. 
Of the above validating procedures~ only a general 
study of internal structure has been attempted. There are no 
outside criteria to measure against, and the study does not 
include pro~isians for .analyzing indi~idual. behavior for a 
-
subjective external criteria.. A job for future research is the 
establishment by other methods~ such as a concensus of expe~t 
opinion; of groups of high and low intensional subjects against 
which such measures as the intensional~im scale may be more 
fully validated... While the characteristics upon which the scaJLe 
is based are explicitly stated, they are actually generalized 
factors based on a uni~erse that has not been and probably can-
not be fully defined. Therefore content validity has been 
estimated based on the consideration o~ each item as it applies 
to the intensional language universe described above. Content 
and construct ~alidity have been roughly assessed and further 
validation is le~t for future research. 
Reliability~ or the consistency of a seale, may be con-
sidered by three approaches:2 (1) the coefficient of' internal 
1 Ibid. I P• 285. 
2Ameriean Psychological -Association, op. cit., p. 2B. 
consistency (such as an internal analysis of a single test 
trial); (a) the coefficient of equi~alence (reliability of two 
equi~alent test forms}; and (&) the coefficient of stability 
(such as a test-retest reliability). A coefficment of internal 
consistency was computed by the split-hal~es method and is 
reported '·;tn Chapter III. 
The Comprehension Problem 
A background of comprehension and listening studies 
A:f'ter the intensional scale w.as constructed, the ne:x:t 
step was to construct a listening ability test. That comprehen-
sion is not a single unitary process is generally conceded.l 
It is a blending of many processes at many different levels of 
quality~ to the end of understanding. Gray sees two general 
factors in the comprehension process--ability to get the tt1sense" 
of what is read~ and ~bility to recall specific ele~ents.2 
Reading ability~ as part of the comprehension process 
for printed material, is affected by a multitude of factors 
including: physical condition, intelligence, emotional stabilit,r 
(anxiety)~ ability to associate concepts, background experience, 
lw .. S •. Gray and B. E. Leary,. What Makes A Book Readable 
(Chicago:. University of Chicago Press~ 1935)~ p. 311. Note~ bow 
e~er, that in contrast Hunt~ in analyzing comprehension abili-
ties$ concludes that comprehension skills can be accounted for 
by a single u:general comprehension" factor (Lyman c. Hunt Jr.~ 
"Can We Measure Specific Factors Associ a ted With Readi~ Compre-
hension, u: Journal o:f Educational Research, LI ~o~., 1957}, p. l6Z. 
2Ibid.,. p. 312. 
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memory span~ facility with language and~ocabulary~ readability 
of material~ and motivation. 1 Johnson finds a fairly high 
correlation between intelligence and reading ability~ especially 
verbal intelligence.2 Listening ab~lity likewise i~olves the 
above factors~ but in varying degrees~ and listening ability 
appears to be less highly correlated with intelligence than 
reading ability.~ Comprehension involves other factors than 
reading or listening ability1 such as verbal understanding~ 
word recognitions ability to handle literary devices, ability 
to follow directions~ ability to organize~ ability to inter-
prets ability to evaluate~ and ability to draw inferences.4 
Trena.man., in a study on listening~ analyzed various 
tests of listening ability and understanding such as delayed 
recall, oral recall, application of ideas to new situations, and 
reaction to background material in other talks. He concluded 
that a written recall test is as accurate as any to test listen-
ing ability.5 Other comprehension studies have been made to 
deter.mine which manner of presentation is most effective on 
lMarjorie S. Johnson, tr.Factors In Reading Comprehension} 
Educational Administration and Supervision, x:x::KY (Nov., 1949) ~ 
pp. 388-3'90. 
zibid., P• 388 .. 
3:John Caffrey, 11'Auding Ability At the Secondary Level,'t 
Education, ~ (Jan.~ 1955), p. 306. 
4Marjorie s .. Johnson,) op. cit.~ pp. 393-397. 
5Joseph Trenaman, ttunderstanding Radio Talks~ u:Q.uarterl:r 
Journal of S;peech~ XXXVII (April, 1951.), p. 174. 
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retention and re.call f'or v-arious subject matter.1 
Caf'f'rey, in his study on listening, found that many 
individuals with high listening ability scores contradictorily 
had high hearing loss, poor English grades, or poor reading 
scores .2 Studies show that there is a low but posi tiv<e correla-
tion between listening and reading, and that ttdif'ficult0 
material is harder to grasp through listening than n sim.pler1' 
m.aterial.3 Biggs also partially confirms the v-iew that an 
independent listening trait does exist.4 
Trenaman points out that the interest initially shown 
in a subject significantly affects the understanding of a.mes-
sage.5 People generally understand what is liked and what they 
have previous knowledge in. LikeWise, Taylor finds that the 
reliability of readability scores depends on the audience 
applied to.6 That is, high readability to one.interest group 
may not be high to another interest group. As has been shown, 
readability measures do not always score the same as individual 
lWilse Webb and Edward Wallen, ncomprehension by Reading 
v-ersus Hearing," Journal of Applied Psychology, XL (August, 
1956)$ PP• 237-240. 
2 Caffrey, op. cit., p. 307. 
3Bird1 op.. cit., p. 329. 
4Bernice P. Biggs, "construction, Validation, and 
~aluation of a Diagnostic Test.of Listening Effectiveness," 
Speech Monographs, XXIII (Mar., 1956}, p. 13. 
. 5Trenaman1 op. cit. 1 P• 178. 
6w. L. Taylor 1 n 1 Gloze · Procedure': A New. Tool For Measur-ing Readabili tv. n ·Journalism Quarterly. XXX (Fall. 19535. p. 425. 
opinions of uriderstandability.1 
Readability measure~ such as those developed by Fiesch~2 
Dale and Chall~3 and Taylor4 measure the material being read 
and not the person doing the reading or his understanding. 
Taylor's cloze method, however, may also measure the compre-
hension of readers. In fact, those measures involving parts of 
grammar, such.as the Flesch and Dale and Chall formulas~ were 
found in one study to be inadequate as measures of 11 structural 
' difficulty" in oral communications.-5 Abstraction, as opposed 
to reading difficulty, has been sought after for some time. 
Gray and Leary, in 1935~ abandoned attempts to measure abstrac-
tion because of the difficulty of achieving objectivity.6 
There is no universal agreement on precisely what words and 
phrases are abstract and to what degree.? Flesch~ however, in 
lRobert F. Lockman~ 11A Note ~n Measuring •Understand-
abili ty', n Journal of Applied Psychology~ XL (June, 1956), p. 196. 
2Rudolf FJ.e.sch, How To .Test "'Reade:bili ty (New York: 
Harper & Bros., 1951), Pp. 56. 
3Edgar Dale and Jeanne Ghall, "A FOrmula FOr Predicting 
Readability," Educational Research Bulletin, Ohio State Univer-
sity, XXVII {ian., 1948)~ PP• 11-~o. 
4Taylor,_op •. cit., pp. 415~433. 
5orville G. Manion, nAn Application of Readability 
Fbrmulas To Oral Communication u (abstract of a Ph. D. disser-
tation, University of Michigan), in Speech Monographs, XXL 
(June, 1954}, p. 151. 
6Gray and Leary, 
?paul J. Gillie 
Abstraction in Writing,& 
(August, 1957), p. 214. 
op. cit., Pp. 358. 
"A S~plif1ed Fbrmula FOr Measuring 
Journal of Applied Psychology, XLI 
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1950, created a fairly acceptable abstraction formula, although 
it is rather involved.1 Gillie subsequently simplified the 
~ormula to a point where it is relatively easy to apply and yet 
correlates with F1esch's original formula to a high degree.2 
The material selected for listening 
On the basis of the above considerations of listening 
and reading, the written recall method was chosen to measure 
listening ability. The material to be listened to, and recalled 
in answering, was selected on the basis of the Gillie modifica-
tion of the Flesch abstraction ~ormula--one with a high abstrac-
tion score and one with a low abstraction score. 
P1esch's abstraction. formula is based on counting six-
teen different types of de~inite words which, when ~btracted 
~rom the ~ormula, produce an abstraction score. Gillie, in 
modi~ying this ~ormula, found that ·using only two categories 
o~ de~inite words plus adding one new category resulted in a· 
much simplified formula that correlates .8229 with F1esch's 
formula.3 
The Gillie formula calls first for counting the follow-
ing three categories of words: (l) finite verbs, (2) definite 
articles and their nouns, and (3) nouns of abstraction. The 
1Rudolf Flesch, "Measuring the Level of Abstraction," 
Journal of Applied Psychology., XXXIV (Sept., 1950), pp. 384-390. 
2Gillie, op. cit., Pl?• 215-216. 
3Ibid., P• 2:16 ~ 
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count should be made on the basis of a 200 word sample~ or from 
randomly selected 200.word samples with the resulting count 
averaged for the number of samples. The formula requires adding 
the count of the f'inite verbs and def'inite articles plus thirty-
six, and from this subtracting ~wice the count of nouns of 
abstraction (#1 + #2 ;-- 36 - [? x ##]). The resulting score ia 
interpreted by Gillie as follows: 1 C-18 very abstract~ 19-30 
abstract, 31-42 fairly abstract, 43-54 standard~ 55-66 fairly 
concrete, 67-78 concrete, and 79-90 very concrete. 
The material selected for listening as an abstract 
piece of copy was from the introduction to an article by A. J. 
Ayer entitled uWhat Is Communication?tt2~ The actual wording 
used is pr~ided in Appendix B. The abstraction score of this 
reading was computed as 311 or fairly abstract. The nonabstract 
material used was part of a chapter from Angle 1 s By These Words 
entitled Upeter Zenger Fights For .Freedom of the Press--~735.u3 
It is a description of the arrest and trial of Zenger in coloni-
al American days, and the copy used may be found in Appendix c. 
The abstraction score of this material was found to be 69, or 
concrete. 
These two :readings were selected because the writer 
~Ibid., p. 216. 
2A. J• Ayer, "What Is Communicationu ih Studies In 
Communication, Ayer et al. (London: Martin Seeker & W~burg, 
ll~b5J, P.P• ll.-28. 
3Paul M~ Angle,. By_ These Words (New York: Rand Mc!ITally 
& Co., 1954), pp., 49-5$.. · 
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believed that none of the subjects would show unusual interest 
or dislike for the material, and would all approach the content 
with the same relative attentiveness. The readings were tape 
recorded by Larry White, a Boston University Communication Arts 
major in the School of Public Relations and Communications, and 
a professional radio announcero 
The listening tests constructed 
The written recall listening tests were constructed 
from the material provided in the tape recorded messages. The 
scoring system, borrowed from Trenaman,l is based on the sub-
ject's ability to recall or show understanding of the major, 
general, or minor thoughts or points expressed in each article. 
The scoring is three points for a major item, two points for a 
general item, and one point for a minor item. The listening 
test for the abstract material consists of'ten questions--two 
of which include, short answer questions and the other eight 
being true-false questions. The total score possible on this 
test is twenty-seven. The test for nonabstract material con-
sists of thirteen questions--twelve true-false and one short 
answer.. The total score possible on this test is also twenty-
seven. Both tests, the answers, and points awarded each 
question are given in Appendixes D and E. 
1Trenaman, op. cit., po 174. 
CHAPTER III 
TEE EXPERIMENT DESCRIBED 
The pretest situation 
The Intensionalism Scale described in Chapter II was 
administered to two classes of students in English composition 
at Boston University's Junior College. There were a total of 
thirty-four subjects (Ss) comprised of eighteen freshmen and 
sixteen sophomores, with about an equal number of males and 
females in the freshmen group# but mostly males in the sopnomore 
group. Sex differences were not taken into account at any time 
during the experiment, for the experiment was not designed to 
determine if differences exist between the sexes, and the 
hy);?otheses should not change because of any sex factors. 
The results were then analyzed to determine in what 
manner the scale might be shortened. Scoring was computed as. 
follows: 
Part one, the personality or trait scale--a response 
of -3 was scored as 1 1 -2 as 2 1 -1 as 3, +1 as 5 1 +2 as 6 1 
and ~3 as ?. This system spread the scores out in the mid-
-72-
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dle of the seale$ and allowed the use of a score of 4 for 
items the respondents failed to answer. The subjects seale 
score was simply the total of the item scores. 
Part two., the abstraction test--a plus score was 
gi~en for every supraordinate response, and a minus score 
for every subordin~te response. Responses that fit neither 
category were scored as zero. The abstraction score was the 
total of the plus scores less the minus scores. 
Part three, the uncritical-inference test--was 
scored simply by giV'ing one point for el!ery correct answer, 
with the total being the test score. 
Table 3 below gi"Ves the scores for each part of the 
G intensionalism seale for the thirty-four pretest subjects. The 
following notations, used in Table 3, will be used throughout 
the remainder of this thesis to indicate the various tests and 
parts of the intensionalism scale: 
II 
IT for the total intensional scale; 
Ip for the Likert-type scale of intensional person-
ality, which shall also be referred to as the intensional-
personality scale; 
IA for the supraordinate-subordinate test., which 
shall also be referred to as the intensional-abstraction 
test; and 
Iur for the uncritical-inference test. 
II 
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TABLE 3 
INTENSIONAL SCALE SCORES BY PARTS FOR PRETEST SUBJECTS 
Partl Fc~rt2 Part 3 Eartl Part2 ~rt 3 
ss ];; I,&. Iur Ss Ip IJt Iur p i 
' 
' 
1 172 -s, 6 is 2201 3 5 
2 217 -3 
-
19 227 -3 6 
3 154 8 7 20.l 189 1 5 
4 246 3' ) 6 21 226~ 4- 6· 
5 20@ z 6 22: 201 3 6 
6 177 7 6 23 207 4 7 
7 207 -3 6 24 230J ~ 6 
8 184 1 6 25 209 0 7 
9 186 8 2 26 213 Oj '1 
lOJ 22~ 13 5 Z7 209 3 8 
11 151 -1 7 2l3 223 8 8 
12! 208 5 7 29 165 -1 8 
13, 210 9 6 30 203 3 8 
14 199 lL 7 31 2!1.6 6 4i 
15 226 -2 7 32 184 :n. 5 
16 195 9 
" 
6 
.J 33 I 225 1 0) 4 
17 21.8 lL 6 34 
! 
164 1!. 7 
Scale Mean 202.44 2.65 5.79 
Item Mean 3.89 
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An item analysis of the long form 
The various parts of the intensionalism scale were cor-
related with each other and the correlations .found to be not 
significant (ripiA = .075# r 1 piUI:: - .161, and ri.AIUI ;:t -.086, 
where N: 34, .33, and 33 respectively.). 
Each item of part one (Ip, the intensional-personality 
scale) was next analyzed for its ability to discriminate be-
tween high and low intensional subjects. Those seor~ng high on 
part one of the scale were considered to be high intensional 
subjects, while those scoring low on the scale were considered 
as low intensional subjects. ~he item analysis techniques used 
were simply to find the differences between the means of the 
high and low scorers for each item. This difference has been 
termed the "Discriminatory Power • .t1l This method was used 
rather than item analysis by e~ther item-total scale correla-
tions, or the critical ratio or t-test of the significance of 
the difference between means of high and low scale scorers. 
The latter two methods involve a great deal of time donsuming 
statistical work, and since the ,purpose of the thesis is not to 
create a finished scale, but to relate two traits or abilities, 
it was felt that the simpler Likert technique plus a subjective 
item evaluation would suffice for this phase. 
1Adorno, op. cit., p. 77, and Gardner Murphy and Rensi~ 
Likert (Public Opinion and the Individual ffiew. York; Harper & 
Bros.# lg3~ , p .. 287), where the discriminatory power method was 
found to correlate .91 with an item analysis of items correlated 
to total score 
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The following procedure was followed. The ten subjects 
scoring highest on part one, and the ten subjects scoring lowest 
on part one (each group constituting 29% of the total group) 
were determined, and the item means_ for each group and_ eV'ery 
item were computed. The important data on each item were the 
total group mean and the difference between the means of the 
high and low groups (or the Discriminatory Power or D.P.). A 
group mean near 4.0 indicated the group was fairly evenly diV'id-
ed. Very high or very low group means indicated a more uniform 
agreement or disagreement with the item, and the D.P. could be 
smaller and still adequately separate the low and high scorers. 
For items with group means in the 3.0 to 5~0 range, 
Discriminatory Power may be evaluated as follows:l a D.P. of 
3.0-4.0 is very good; D.P.s of 2;.0-3.0 are significant but in-
dicate some "'Variability in response; D.P.s of 1.0-2.0 are still. 
significant, but indicate a fair amount of overlap between the 
groups; and D.P.s below 1.0 become insignificant. Of the items 
selected for the final intensional scale 1 five have D.P.s below 
2.0 and group means between 3.0 and 5.0. These items were cho-
sen because of their relevance to the intensional uniV'erse. 
Table 4 below gives the total group means, high and low 
group means, and the Discriminatory Power for each item. The 
following notations, used in Table 4 1 will be used throughout 
the remainder of' this thesis' to indicate the original scale 
from which an item came: 
E for Ethnocentrism Scale, 
F for Authoritarian Scale, 
D for Dogmatism Scale, 
0 for Opinionation Scale, 
R far Rigidity Scale, and 
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M for miscellane:bus items constructed by the writer. 
TABiiE 4 
INTENSIONALISM SCALE MEANS AND DIFFERENCES BY ITEM 
Total. High Group Low: Group MH-ML Original. Item a Group Scale M Mn ML D.P. 
F 1 6.oa 6.~ 4 .. 8 1.4 
2! s.o6 '5.4 4.7 .7 
ll 4.50 4.5 4..1 .4 
19 4.56 s .. 3 2.8 2.5 
2~ 3 .. 12 3.4 1.8 1.6 
31 3.47 4.4 2.4 2.0\ 
34 5.18 6.5 3.7 2.8 
49 3.94 5•7 2.3 3.4 
52* 2.asc; 3.4 1.8 1.6 
6 1.85 2.~ 1.6 .5 
'7 4.88 s.6 3.6 ~.o 
10 1.56 1.3 1.8 -.5 
15 1.88 2e0 l.Z.: .a 
24 3.21 4.3 2.5 1.8 
26 3.oa 3.6 1.4 2.2'. 
35 2.03 1.8 2.5 -.7 
40 2.12 2' .. 2 1t!9 .a 
45 2.26 2.3 2.2 .1 
m a; 3.32 4•9 2.8 2.1 
20J 4.68 5.5 2~8 2.7 
32 4.24 4.5 a.a .7 
44' a.oo 4~4 2.0 2.4 
47* 3.26 3.5 4.3 -.8 
50* .4.26 4.0 3.5 .5 
Table 4 - Continued 
Total High Group Low Grollp) Mfr-ML Group Original Itema M Mn M; D.P. Scale L 
]{ 8 5.85 6.5 4.7 1.8 
16 5.56 6.0 5.1 .9 
27 5.97 6.1 5,.8 .a 
30 5.56 s.o,: 5.6 -.Si 
38 3.5o 4.1 3.3.' .8 •' 
46 3.21 6 .. 2: 1.4 4.8 
" 
0 9 3,.29 3.1 3.9 -.8 
42: 2,.41 2.4 2.1 .a 
lJ 48l' 4.,32 4.2 4.2 0 
5 3.47 a.5 3.4 .1 
l.2 4.6a 5.ol 4.@ 1~0) 
1~~ 4.82: 3.a 5.3 -1.5 
14 5.79 6.Z 5.4 .. a 
17 5.24 5.7 4.5 l.Z 
18 4.29 5.5 3.2: 2.3 
21 3,.21 4~4 2.2 2.2! 
2~ 3.59 4.1 2.6 1.5 
25. 4.47 5.5 a.6 l!..9 
28 2.44 2•6 1.8 .a 
29 2.29 2:.;8 2.3 .5 
33 3.71 3~6 3,.4 .2: 
36 5.94 6.4 5.1 l..a; 
37* 5.62 5~7 5.2 .5 
39 4 •. 15 4.8 3,.4 1.4 
41* 4.82: 3.2 4.a -1.;6 
4$ 4.56 5.7 4.0 1.,7 
48 2.76 a.7 1.9 1+8 
51 3;.44 a •. 7 4.0 -.;3 
Total. •••••• 202.44 226.3 1.72 •. 6 ---
Average •••• 3;.89 4.;35 3.;32 1.03 
' 
aitems are numbered according to their sequence in the initial. 
ll.ong form of the intensionalism scale (See Appendix: A). The asterisk (*) 
after the item number indicates the item is phrased in a negative or 
opposite direction from the rest o£ the items. 
The final or short form intensionalism scale constructed 
After analysis, the fol~owing twenty-six items were 
selected for use in the final form of the intensionalism scale 
(they are listed in sequence as they appear in Table 4): 1, 19, 
31, 34, 49, 52, 7, 15, 24, 26, 3., 20, 44, 50, 8.., 161' 27, 38~ 
46, 17, 18, 2l., 22-t 36, 43,, and 48. Item 27 was rephrased 
completely, but was still designed to measure the same factors 
of externalization and personification for which it was orig-
inally designed. Item 50, one of the two negati~ely phrased 
items selected, was rephrased back into its original form as a. 
positive statement of rigidity. 
The final. form, the~, was composed of six items from 
the F scale, four items from the E scale, four items from the 
', 
R scale, seven items from the D scale, and five miscellaneous 
items for a total of twenty-six items in part one. The coef-
ficient of internal consistency or reliability of this final 
' 
form, on the basis of the items from the earlier long form, 
was computed from the scores of the thirty-four pre-test subject~ 
by the split-halves method and corrected by the Spearman-Brown 
lfprophecy formula,'~' and found to be .817. 
Despite the negligible correlation between the inten-
sional-abstraction test and the intensional-personality scale, 
the theoretical value of a test for tendency to abstract in 
general semantics theory seemed to this writer to justify its 
inclusion in the final scale form. Two of the words from the 
II 
- --- __ ,_ II 
-aQ>- .. 
long for.m that seemed to produce many unusable responses were 
eliminated--ocean and murder. The last word,. language~ was 
changed to French to produce a greater variety of responses. 
That the inclusion of this scale was justified seems to be 
partially substantiated by the more favorable correlation ob-
tained in the final analysis where the intensional-personality 
scale and the intensional-abstraction test correlated .233. 
Thus the final form of the intensional scale consisted 
of twenty-six Likert-type scale items in part one, and fourteen 
words to test tendency to abstract in part two, or a total of 
forty items. A copy of the final form can be .found in Appendix 
F. 
Scoring on the :f'inal form, part one, was done the same 
as on the original long form, part one. That is~ each item was 
scored a scale value of from one to seven. The scoring of part 
two was done the same as on the original test, except that each 
response was scored at plus or minus four points. The total 
possible scale scores :f'or part one, then, ranged from 26 to 182_. 
and for part two from -56 to +56. This weighted part two to 
contribute approximately one-fourth o:f' the total scale score. 
The combined range of scores possible was from -30 to +238. 
Administration of the final intensionalism 
s:cale and listening tests 
The intensionalism scale first was given on a volunteer 
basis during the students' :f'ree time at J~or College, which 
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resul.ted in only sixteen subjects volunteering for the test. 
It was then given in a classroom situation to twenty-nine 
additional students for a total of forty-five aubjects--one 
sophomore and forty-four freshmen. 
The listening tests were administered as follows: first 
the tape recording of the abstract material was played~ then 
listening test number 1 was distributed1 then the te.sts were 
collected and the tape recording of the nonabstract material 
played, and finally listening test number 2 was distributed. 
The listening groups range-d in size from one person to twenty-
nine persons. No time limits were set for either the intension-
alism scale or the listening tests, but the subjects were asked 
to respond without wasting any time. 
In all, a total of seventy-nine students took the 
intensionalism scale and thirty-nine completed the listening 
tests. Recomputing the scores for the original thirty-four 
test subjects on the basis of the final form items~ and com-
bining these scores with the later subjects resulted in a spread 
ot scale scores ranging from 69 at the low intensional end to 
187 at the highly intensional end of the scale. 
CHAPTER IV 
TEE EXPERIMENT ANALYZED 
The statistical ~indings 
Fr-om the group o~ subJects who completed both the 
intensional scale and the listening tests, thirty were selected 
~or statistical analysis. These thirty comprised the fi~teen 
highest and the ~ifteen lowest scorers on the intensionalism 
scale. The scale scores for the high group ranged from 166 
to 13Z, and the scores from the low group ranged from 108 to 
85.. The middle group of subjects,. whose scale scores ranged 
from 12.9 to 113,.. were eliminated as adding little to the sig-
nificance of the findings while considerably encumbering the 
statistical work. 
The following information was then obt~ned,l when 
available,. ~or each o~ the ~inal thirty subjects: verbal 
reasoning raw score ~rom the Dif~erential Apptitude Test Bat-
·
1This information was obtained ~rom the guidance and 
registration ~ilea of the Boston University Junior College. 
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tery (as a measure of intelligence};: total test reading raw 
scores from the Cooperative Reading Comprehension Test; and 
the grade point received in laboratory science courses at the 
Junior College. 
Table 5 below provides al1 the scale and test scores 
for the final subjects. The subjects were numbered, starting 
from one, in the sequence in which the intensional scale was 
answered and returned to the writer over the total period of 
time administered. The pre-test subjects numbered one through 
thirty-four. The year in school (freshman or sophomore) and 
the subject 1 s sex are provided, but no correlations were made 
with them. The following notations" in addition to the ones 
cited earliers were used in Table 5 and subsequently in the 
analysis: 
V indicating verbal reasoning scores, 
c2T indicating reading scores from the CooperatiV'e 
Reading Test.s-
S indicating course grades in laboratory science, 
L1 indicating listening test number one (abstract 
material),_ and 
Lg indicating listening test number two (nonabstract 
material). 
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TAB:GE 5 
SOA.IJ!! AND TEST SCORES FOR FINAL SUBJECTS 
'~ "' ,· . 
.. .. 
. 
SS.i Yr}Sx Lr Ip IA v C2T Ll L2; s 
. j I . 
69 F' I Mf. 166 184 32 40 72 14 2JL 3.7 
67 F#'M 161 125 36 41 6@ 11 23 3.o 
52 F 1/M 159 119 40 27 47 8 21 2.0 
51 F/M 153 121 .32 26 50 11 21 2.<:> 
63 F/F 146 122 24 23 41 13 17 1.7 
54 F //M 149 129 20 29 49 18 18 2:.7 
59 F/M 149 109 40' ·a~ 52' 15 19 1.7 
47 F/M 144 144 0 27 
--
13 24 2.0 
76 F/M 1~ 1lA 28 22 59 11 24 2.3 
60 F 1/ M 140 112 28 37 59 13. 24 2.0 
79 F/M 138 122 16 35 58 19 27 s.a 
64 F/M 138 118 20 27 56 12 10 3.7 
62 F/M 137 125 12 22 51 14 23 2.3 
45 F[M 133 109 24 43 
--
18 23 3.7 
70 F/M 132 116 16 
--
55 17 24 1.,3 
74 F /J M. 108 80 28 4Q 5'2 '21 16 3.7 . 
71 F/M 1.08 92 16 31 53 17 20 2.0 
61 F/M 106 94! 1.2 . 36 
--
13 20 2.3 
78 F/M 103 119 -16 
--
50 11 19 2.3 
57 F/M 102 114 -u:: 2!1 50 9 15 2.3 
68 F //F' 101 101 0 26 48 :J1) 15 3.3 
44 f/F 98 114 -16 38 61 12 22 2.3 v 
35 F/M 98 102 -4 241 ' 
--
11 23 1.0 
49 S/M 97 97 e 32 60 19 26 2.0 
72 F'/ M 96 11Z -16 31 53 10 19 3.3 
48 F //M 93 101 -8 43 
--
16 2J. 2.3 
32 S/M 90 90 0 2-s 53 11 18 2.3 
73 F [M 87 83 4 31 50) 15 16 2 .. 33 
36 F 1/M · 86 102' -16 26 583 6 16 2 •. 7 
77 F/M 85 85 0 
--
83 21 26 3 .. 7 
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From the information provided in Table 5~ various cor-
relations were computed by the Pearson product-moment method 
as indicated in Table 6 .. 
TABLE 6 
COffimLATION COEFFICIENTS OF SCORES :FROM TABLE 5--r VALUES 
Scales Ip IA v CzT Ll. Lz s 
~ ... il •••• • •• .. 016 -.084 -.019 .176 -.ou 
., 
Ip. ••• .zaa -.140 • ••• -.266 .174 -.072 
IA ••• .126 • •• .264 .. 123 .047 
v ... , ••• .387 .236 .445 
~T .... .377 ,.556 • •• 
Ll ••• • 379 • •• 
' In order to determine the affect of ability or intel-
ligence~ the verbal reasoning factor had to be eliminated. 
This necessitated recomputing some of the correlation coeffi-
ients so that the same subjects would be used for all correla-
tion values. The three subjects without verbal reasoning 
scores were eliminated in these cases--subjects seventy~ seventy· 
seven,, and seventy-eight. Six of the correlations that were 
p.sed while partialing. out the V'erbal reasoning factor were 
recomputed on the aboV'e basis (N :. 27} and are giV'en in Table 
~ below. 
TABLE 7 
CORRELATIONS RECOMPUTED IN SELECTED CASES ON BASIS. 
OF N: 271 ELIMINATING Sa 7n,. 77, and 78 
r 
J 
Correlation ripiA rrpr,l. ripL2 riA~ riAL2 rL:I_La Factors 
.~·' -
Correlation .249 
- .. 169 .282 .297 .]48 .266 
Partial correlation coef'.ficients were then computed . 
using the f'ormulal r:LZ - rl3r23 
rl2•3 = -----------------------
)1 - r2t3 /r - r2 23, 
in which subscript u3u1 indicates the .factor to be eliminated--
in this case the verbal reasoning score. These coe.ff'icients 
are given in Table 8. 
TABLE 8 
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS OF SELECTED MEASUREMENTS WITH 
TEE VERBAL :REASONING FACTOR ELIMINATED 
Correlation 
Factors 
Correlation . 
.! 
.272 -.,125 
I'L~2· v 
.327 .271 .,195 
lHenry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychologx_ and Educa-
f\;ion (5th ed.; New York;. Longma:ns, Green & Co., 1958), p. 407. 
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Those correlation coefficients and differences between 
correlation coefficients that appeared to be meaningful were 
tested for significance by the t technique using the following 
formulas::]. 
l. Fbr small sample correlations~ 
t = _ .. _____ r ______ _ 
j 1- r2 N- 2. 
with df ::: N - 2;; 
2:. For partial cor:J?ela tiona,. 
rl2•3 
t = ------------------- with df :: N - 3;, /1 - r212•3:. 
J N- 3, 
3. For differences between correlations, 
(r12 - rl3). /(N - 3Y1 (1 t- rz3) 
t a ----~--------------------------------------I 2, ( 1 rz r2 - r223 .. ..1. 2- r · r ) -' - Jl2, - . 13 -· ,.. ... 12 1.3 23 -' 
with df : N - 3 for two factor correlations, and df = N - 4 
for partial correlation coefficients. 
The results are gi~en in Table 9 below in which the 
significance is given in terms of the probability {P} of the 
null hypothesis that there is no significance to the correlatio~ 
or differences between correlations tested. 
1~inn McNemar., Psychological Statistics (2nd ed.; New 
r.rork: John Wiley and Sons~ Inc., 1955).., pp. 146,. 167,. 148. 
lJiff. 
Diff. 
Diff. 
Diff. 
Diffo 
TABLE 9 
TEE SIGNIFICANCE OF VARIOUS CORRELATIONS 
. AND DI:F1i'ERENCES BETWEEN CORRELATIONS 
Correlated Factors r N t df' 
£· IpLlL • • • • • • • • -.266 30 1.464 28 
riA~ • • • • • • • • .264 30 1.461 28 
rvs • • • • • • • 0 • .445 27 2.486 25 
r"YL!. • • • • • . ·• • .387 27 2.103 25 
r C2T LJ. 0 • • •· . • • .,377 25 1 .. 933 23 
rc2T L2 .. . .. . .. .. .. .556 25 3.214 23 
r~~ .. . .. . .. •••• .379 ao 2.153 2B 
r IpiA • V . .. .. . .. .. .,272~ 2-'7 1.384 24 
r IpL1• ~ • • • ••• -.125 27 .. 618 24! 
ripLz• V • • • •••• .. 327 27 1.703 24 
riALJ.• V •••• •· . • .271 27 1.383 24 
r~La;• V ••• • • • • .196 2~ .975 24 
between 
riTLl and riTL2 30 .. 724 7/J 
between ripl.]_ and ripL2 30~· 2.237 27 
between riPLl• V and ripL2 • v ZT 1..887 23 
between r 
IAL:!. 
and ri~ 30 2.451 27 
between r1P~. V and r IA~·V 27 1.709 23 
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p 
.1 
.. 1 
.02 
.05 
.1 
.o1 
.os 
.1 
.1 
.. 1 
.1 
.:t. 
.1 
.,05 
.1 
.os 
.1. 
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The f'indipgs analyZ'ed 
On the basis of' the information given in Tables 6 
through 9 ~ the following findings may be reported regarding a 
population of freshmen college students with general intelli-
gence ranging~ on a national norm comparison~ from the 5th to 
85th percentile levels. 
The total intensionalism scale was not significantly 
correlated with any other measurement used. However~ the dif-
ference in direction and the amount of' difference between the 
total scale (IT} and the two listening tests, while not signif-
icant, is of interest. 
Part one~ or the ~kart-type personality scale portion 
of the intensional scale correlated slightly though at a non-
significant level with part two or the abstraction test portion. 
Aa semantic theory would suggest~ the intensional-personality 
scale (Ip] correlated in a negative direction with both verbal 
reasoning (VJ; and science grades (S)<., although again not at a 
significant level. The interesting result here is that the 
intensional-personality scale correlated in a negative direction 
~ith the abstract listening test (L~}~ but in a positive dir-
ection with the concrete listening test (Lg}:.. This means that 
the higher the intensional-personality rating" the poorer the 
scoring on listening to abstract messages,, and the better the 
scoring on listening to n6nabstract or concrete messages. Wbils 
peither of the correlations of' the intensional-personality Ecale 
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with listening test one or listening test two were significant~ 
the difference between the two correlations was significant 
at the .05 level. Even when these correlation values were 
recomputed and verbal reasoning eliminated by partialing out, 
the difference was still significant at the .I. level • 
.Part two of the intensional scale, or the abstraction 
tendency test~ like part one, dfud not show any significant 
correlation with any of the factors measured. However, where 
part one correlated negatively with verbal reasoning and 
science grades,. part two correlated slightly positive. Similar-
ly, where the intensional-personality scale (Ip)J correlated in 
a; negative direction with abstract listening CLrl, the inten-
( ' 
'-" sional.-abstraction test CJ:.A>. correlated in a positive direetiono. 
. . 
Again,, while neither of these correlation was significant~ 
the difference between them (between IM and IA~) was signif-
icant at the .05 level. In this case, however, when verbal 
reasoning' was eliminated the significance became just greater 
I 
than the .l level. The correlation between the intensional-
abstraction test and nonabstract listening CLzl was also 
positive, but less positive than the correlation with abstract 
listening (L1 ). The differences in these correlations were 
not significant. The indications,. however, are that: (1) where-
as high intensional-personality scale scores go with low 
abstract listening ability and higher nonabstraet listening 
ability;; (2:) high intensional-abstraction t~st scores go with 
~-.-~ ''·' 
---- -- ----- I - -
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high abstract listening ability and s·lightly lower nonabstract 
listening ability. These tendencies are just opposite from 
each other. Thus it would seem that the intensiona].-abstractio · 
scale (IA) measures not only a tendency to abstract.., as it was 
designed to do~ but also to some degree measures the ability to 
understand abstractions. 
A further analysis of this difference in abstraction 
factors was made by breaking the subjects into three groups 
on the basis of their science course grades. The high group 
contained subjects with grades ranging from. 4.0 to 3.01.., the 
middl.e group contained subjects with grades ranging from 2.9 tC!l· 
2.1.., and the low group contained subjects with grades in the 
range 2.0 and below. The means for scale scores in science (S)~ 
tendency to abstract (IA), verbal reasoning (V}, and abstract 
listening (Ll) were then computed as given in Table 10. 
T.AmiE l.O 
MEANS GROUPED ACCORDING TO SCIENCE GRADES 
Group N Ms M IA Mv ~ 
High Science Grades 9 3.49 1.5 .. 6 3'5.4 15 .. ~ 
Medium Science Grades ll 2.36 l.l. 50.0J 12.4 
Low Science Grades l.Q• 1.77 19.2; 28.7 13.7 
Wbdle the verbal reasoning and abstract listening 
scores resulted in insignificant changes in mean values as the 
science grades changed, the abstraction test scores showed 
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considerable de~iation. The di~ference in means on the inten-
siana~-abstraetion scale between the high and medium groups is 
significant_ at the .,J. level_, and the difference between the low1 
and medium group is significant at the .02 level. The differencE 
in verbal ability means between these groups is not significant. 
Overall_, as Table 6 shows_, the science grades (S); correlated 
.fairly high with verbal reasoning scores (V) and not at all with 
the intensional-abstraction test. But for some reason, both 
high and low science grade groups scored high on the inten-
sional-abstraction test. 
Gilmore finds that abstract, vague words are more 
characteristic of' the unhealthy personality and usually charac-
terize the average or low achiever.1 Rokeach, on the o.ther 
hand, .finds that high I.~. and a tendency to abstract go togeth-
er.2 This can perhaps be explained in general semantics theory 
by saying that high achievers_ and high grade science students 
realize the need to generalize from specific findings and 
purposely abstract to produce more broadly applicable knowledge~ 
whereas the low achievers and low grade science students do not 
understand this need and do not even realize they are abstract-
ing to such a degree, but simply abstract almost instinet;ively. 
l 11·Suggestions for evaluation of the Gilmore Sentence 
Completion Test,'1' by Dr. John Gilmore, Associate Professor of 
Psychology~ Boston Uni~ersity (Dittoed). 
2mlton Rokeach~ n·Prejudice, Concreteness of' Thinking~ 
and Rei.fication of Thinking_,t~: Journal of' Abnormal. and Social 
cr?sychology_, XLVI (Jan., 1951)., p. 90. 
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Middle achievers, perhaps, realize both the dangers of invalid 
or unnecessary abstractions and the importance of' valid ab-
stractions, but are unable to grasp the concepts they use well 
enough to tend toward usable abstractions, and therefore stay 
more with familiar realities. These findings bear further 
investigation. 
Verbal reasoning correlated positively and signifi-
cantly with abstract listening (L1 ) and science grades (S), 
as might be expected, but not quite significantly with non-
abstract listening (L2 ). The difference between the correla-
tions of' verbal reasoning with abstract and nonabstract 
listening ability was not significant, but might indicate that 
the test f'or verbal reasoning measures more of' the quality that 
enables understanding of' abstract material than understanding 
of' concrete material., 
Reading comprehension ( c2T) correlated slightly but 
significantly with both abstract and concrete listening abil-
~ties., which is consistant with findings by Bird1 and others. 
. . 
The higher correlation with concrete listening ability may 
indicate that reading tests measure a grasp of' material more 
in common with that, :found in listening ability of' nonabstract 
material rather than listening ability of' abstract material. 
The listening test f'or abstract material correlated 
slightly" but significantly with the li.stening test f'or non-
l:e:t->rd, · op. eit • ., p. 329. 
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abstract material. Apparently the two tests measure some 
common factors. However~ when verbal reasoning was partialed 
out, the correlation became insignificant. 
The hypotheses anal][zed 
The five hypotheses given in Chapter II that were to be 
tested may be a1:1a1yzed in the following manner. 
The first hypothesis, that there weuld be a slight but 
significant cerrelation in the negative direction between 
intensionalism and listening ability, was not sustained. The.re 
were no significant correlations, and only two of the correla-
tions (the total intensional scale and the intensional-person-
ality scale with abstract listening ability) were in a negative 
direction. 
The second hypothesis~ that there would be a difference 
between the correlation of listening ability on the abstract 
and nonabstract ma~erial with intensionalism, was partially 
substantiated. The difference between the correlations of the 
total intensional seale With listening ability on abstract and 
concrete material, and the difference between the correlations 
of the intensional-abstraction test {IA) with listening ability 
onu.abstraet and concrete materials were not found to be signif-
icant. But the difference between the correlations of the 
intensional-personality scale (Ip) with abstract listening and 
with nonabstraet listening was found to be significant. In the 
~~ 
case of the total scale (IT) and the personality scale (Ip), 
the correlations were more positive with nonabstract listening 
ability (Lz) than with abstract listening ability {~). Where-
as in the case of the intensional-abstraction test (IA) the 
correlation was more positive with abstract than with nonab-
stract listening ability. 
The third hypothesis~ that there would be a correlation 
in the negative direction between reading ability and inten-
sionalism~ was not supported. There was a negative correlation 
but at an insignificant level. 
The fourth hypothesis, that there would be a slight 
correlation in the negative direction between intensionalism 
and aptitude in science courses~ was also not supportedo 
Indications seemed to be 1 as mentioned earlier, that the total 
scale and the personality scale would correlate slightly neg-
atively1 and that the abstraction test would correlate either 
negatively or positively depending on the achievement ability 
of the subjects. 
The fifth hypothesis~ that the affect of intelligence 
or ability on the correlations would not be significant, was 
generally sustained. Among the correlations of intensionalism 
measured1 verbal reasoning was not a deciding factor with any 
of them. 
CHAPrER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Co~cation is a basic characteristic of humanity. 
The abilities to think, to transfer the thought to others and 
through time, and of course to understand what is being commun-
icated are essential ingredients of man's society. Language is: 
important. It is not only the prima-ry means of communication 
between ~eople, but it can be considered as a major influence 
in affecting behavior and manta perception of his world. 
"The structure of a human being's language influences 
that manner in which he understands reality and behaves with 
respect to it."1 
This thesis assumed that there is a relationship between 
the semantic orientation of an individual and his ability to 
understand communications. It was designed to investigate and 
test the hypothesis that those persons whose semantic orien-
tation as manifested in their language habits could be described 
lJohn B. Carroll, 11 Introduction,u to La:g.gu.age, Thought 
and Reality: Selected Writings of Benjamin Lee Whorf, ed. 
Carrol~ (New York: Jobn Wiley & Sons, Inc., ~956) 1 p. 23. 
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as extensional or fact oriented would show a greater ability to 
understand oral presentations than those persons whose language 
habits could be described as intensional or word oriented. 
Oral presentation was chosen both because of the large amount 
Gf time spent by persons in speaking-listening situations, and 
because of the general inadequacy in listening ability in many 
people.1 
A general discussion provided the background, develop-
ment, and significance of semantics and general semantics. 
From the primary concept of general semantics--consciousness 
of the abstraction process-~stem three basic semantic or eval-
uational premises. These three premises OD principles for 
improved verbal habits or considerations for a healthy semantic. 
orientation are: 
1• The principle of non-allness (no matter what you 
say about something, you cannot say all about it); 
2:~ The principle of non-identity (the word is .not 
the thing it represents);: and 
3. The principle of self~reflexiveness (language 
and abstractions are self-reflexive--it is possible to 
react not only to an event, but to a word,- and to your 
reaction: ::to the word, etc.). 
From these three princi:pJ.es and from a number of other 
writers the following seventeen descriptive characteristics of 
lDonald Bird, "Bibliograp~y of Selected Materials About 
Listening," Education, IiXXV (Jan., 1955), pp. 327-328. 
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the intensional orientation were formed.l 
1. Elementalism 
2. DisregSJrding complexities 
3. Confusion of levels of abstraction 
4. ~gid abstraction 
5. Allness 
6. Signal reactions 
7. Disregard of multi-meaningness 
8. OVer generalization 
9. Dichotomous evaluations 
10. Unrelatedness 
11. Transferring identifying characteristics 
12. Selectivity of facts 
13. Accepting words as authorities 
14. Projection of old concepts 
15. Treatment of past as present 
16. Considering the future as fact 
17. Personification and animism 
Using these characteristics as the universe whichwas 
to be scaled to determine an intensional orientation., several 
personality trait scales were selected as a means of applying 
measuring devices to the universe. Selected items from the 
California Ethnocentrism and Fascism Scales, Rokeach Dogmatism 
and Opinionation Scales, and Wesley ~gidity Scale were combinec 
lsupra, Chapter II., pp •. 49-50. 
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with some items constructed by the writer and with items from 
Haney's Uncritical-Inference Test and Petersr Supraordinate-
Subordinate Associations Test of tendency to abstract. The 
resultant scale, containing seventy items, was then pretested 
on thirty-four Boston University Junior College students and 
analyzed and shortened to a final form of forty items, elim-
inating use of the Opinionation Scale and the Uncritical-Infer-
ence Test. 
A listening ability test was constructed by measuring 
the ability to recall facts and principles heard in tape recorda< 
~essages. Two messages were administered to each subject--one 
of an abstract nature, and one of a nonabstract or concrete 
nature. 
The final form of the Intensionalism Scale and the two 
listening tests were then administered to thirty-nine Junior 
College students. The fifteen scoring highest and the fifteen 
scoring lowest on the Intensionalism Scale ·were selected as 
high and low intensional subjects for statistical analysis. 
Analyses were made not only of the relations of scores on the 
total Intensionalism Scale to the listening tests, but of scores 
on part one of the Intensionalism Scale (the personality scale), 
part two of the Intensionalism Scale (the abstraction test}, 
and verbal reasoning ability, reading ability, and grades in 
laboratory science courses. 
From the analysis the following conclusions may be 
-lao-
drawn. The prediction that intensionalism would correlate in a 
negative direction with intelligence, listening ability, reading 
ability and science grades was not supported. All of the cor-
relations, while generally in the right direction, were at an 
insignificant level. 
When the Intensionalism Scale was broken down into part~ 
it appeared that the personality-type scale was measuring an 
inability to understand abstract messages, and a very slight 
ability to understand concrete messages •. The abstraction test, 
on the other hand, was measuring both the tendency to abstract, 
and the ability to understand abstractions, and to a slight 
extent the ability to understand concrete messages. Since none 
of these correlations were at a significant level, these results 
can only be considered as possible indicators. 
The statistically significant findings were; 
1. That the correlation of the personality scale 
with listening ability on abstract material, and with 
listening ability on concrete material was different and 
in opposite directions. 
2. That the correlation of the personality scale and 
the abstraction test with listening ability on abstract 
material was different and in the opposite directions. 
3. That the two listening tests were correlated. 
4. That the listening tests were correlated with 
reading ability. 
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5. That the listening tests and science grades were 
correlated with verbal reasoning. 
6. That the low and high grade science students 
scored significantly higher on the abstraction test than 
the middle grade science students. 
It can be concluded1 therefore 1 that the intensional-
personality scale and the intensional-abstraction test were not 
measuring exactly the same factors, and that the two scales 
can be ~scriminated between by the listening test for abstract 
material. Likewise, the listening test for abstract material 
and the listening test for nonabstract material were not 
measuring the same abilities, and. the two tests can be discrim-
ifiated between by the intensional-personality scale. 
Lack of definite substantiation in this experiment for 
the predictions 1 based on general semantics theory, may be 
interpreted as: (1) that the intensiona.lism scale does not 
actually measure the construct v a.riable for which it was in-
tended; (2) that the theory behind the hypothesis is incorrect; 
(3) that the experimental design failed to measure the hypoth-
esis properly; or {4) that the elements and differences to be 
measured were not sufficiently diverse Within the population 
tested bo be measurable by the instruments used. 
It would seem1 as could be expected, that the inten-
sional orientation is not a. simple one. However, the fact that 
there are some correlations and some variables being measured 
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indicate that there is a factor here that can be ~nvestigated. 
FUrther study is neaded to determine the relationships between 
the intensional personal~ty1 the tende~cy to abstract, and the 
uncritical-inference factor. Validatfuon of these factors 
against some outside criteria of intensionalism is a possible 
next stepo This could be done in several ways. Criterion 
groups could be judged by expert opinion such as from among 
the staff and students at the Institute of General Semantics. 
A high school or college teacher could classify his students 
following a course in logic, evaluation and critical thinking. 
The above groups could be separately rejudged on the basis of 
written work that would reflect their approach to language and 
reality. Or the intensional scales could be given a class 
before and after a course in semantics and critical reasoning 
and compared with a control group to determine which factors 
have changed. 
FUrther work could also be done in investigating the 
differences between listening ahllity for abstract material and 
' for nonabstract material, and in comparing scores on these tests 
with scores on standard listening tests or other measurable 
abilities. 
The writer believes that these findings, while just 
exploratory, do indicate a measurable factor of intensionalism. 
. . 
If further study should substant~ate the hypothesis that there 
is an intensional orientation exclusive of intelligence factors~ 
and that this orientation is learned or acquired$ and that it 
contributes to maladjustment with realitya or inhibits achieve-
ment, then this knowledge could have widespread significance, 
particularly in the language training of chil~en. 
As Weiss has put it: "Were it possible to develop an 
awareness in the total population of the dissimilarity between 
the language structure and process reality, it might decrease 
enormously the maladjustment in our society.ttl 
It is not expected that the economic, social, spiritual, 
and communicative divergences which may be at the base of 
present-day conflicts can be eliminated by semantic consider-
ations. What could be accomplished, however, is the gradual 
improvement of evaluative processes so that if such diV'ergences 
exist, apart from linguistic aspects., they may be recognized 
and realistically dealt with. 
lThomas M. Weiss 1 nAn Experimental Study Applying Non-
Aristotelian Principles in the Measurement of Adjustment and 
Maladjustment," Science Education, XL (Oct., 1956), pp. 315-316. 
EXPLANATION TO APPENDIXES A, D,. AND E 
The following notes of explanation apply to the ~aTious 
appendixes: 
1. In Appendix A, the original source of each scale 
is indicated in the answer space for each item as follows: 
E - the ethnocentrism scale or prejudice; F - the fascism 
scale or authoritarianism;, D - the dogmatism scale; 0 - the 
opinionation scale; R - the rigidity scale; and M - miscel-
laneous items constructed by the writer. Items 4, 13, 23 1 
37, 41, 50, and 52 are phrased in a negati~e direction--
that is, in the opposite direction from the other items. 
In part three, the uncritical-inference test, the correct 
answers are provided in the appropriate spaces. 
2. In Appendixes D and E, the listening tests, the 
correct answers are pro~ided in the appropriate answer 
space. The numbers in the right margin indicate the number 
of points awarded for a correct answer and the total points 
possible on the test. 
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THE LQNG FOIDA: D!TENSIONALISM SCALE 
DATE 
ABI LI Tf-A TTr t.ro'DE SCALE 
-10.5-
CLASS 
(Conducted as paxat of a study under the Communication Arts Division 
of the School of Public Relations and Communications. B. u.) 
Instructions 
'.t!"..is s.~ale !s n~t a test in the usual sense of the word--that is, '' 
there are no right or wrong ways of answering the f!uestions. The 
main thing is that you follow your inclinations or impulses in 
responding. Hence, do not spend too much time worrying over the 
correct or incorrect response. Your first impulse is really the 
"correct" one. The scale is divided into three unequal parts with 
separate instructions. 
Part One 
This part consists of 52 questions I'JJ1'3.1ch are to be answered on the 
basis of whether or not you agree with the statement made. If you mia veH' much with the statement, mark a "+Z" in the space pro-
v e o you disamrae vexa:r much, mark a •• ... 3n in the space provided. 
If you fall somewhe~e between strong agreement or strong disagree-
ment, mark a "<+2tt "+1", "-1", or "-2" in the s.vace as appropriate. 
Do not use zero (ito"). The plus numbers mean agreement, the minus 
numbers mean disagreement. 
1. F Obedience and respect for authority are the most important 
virtues children should learn. 
2. F Human nature being what is is, there will always be war 
and conflict. 
3. _.R~- My interests tend to change very slowly~ 
4., D Fortunatelr. a good many people with whom I have discussed 
important social and moral problems really understand what's 
going on. 
5. D I 1d like it if I could find someone who would tell me how 
to solve my ~ersonal problems. 
6. E One trouble with Jewish businessmen is that they stick 
together and prevent other people from having a fair chance 
in competition. 
7. E America may not be perfect. but the American Way has brought 
us about as close as human beings can get to a perfect society. 
8., M Childhood is a happy time. 
lsee ffExp1anation To Appendixes A, D., and E,u supra, p. 104. 
. -]06-,. 
9 .. 0 Make no mistake about it! The best way to achieve 
security is for the government to guarantee jobs for allo 
lOo E Manual labor and unskilled jobs seem to fit the Negro 
mentality and abi d ty better than more skilled or highly 
responsible worko 
11.. F No sane» normal 9 decent person could ever think of hurting a close friend or relative. 
12. D In this comj:Jlica ted world of ours the only way we can 
know what's going on is to rely on leaders or experts who 
can be trusted .. 
13.. D In the long run the worst way to live is to pick only 
?riands and associates whose tastes and values are just the 
same as one's own., 
l4o 
15 .. 
16., 
17co 
18 .. 
20., 
21. 
22. 
23 .. 
24o 
25 .. 
26o 
D If given the chanceg I would do something o~ great benefit 
to the world. 
E To end prejudice against Catholics) the first step is for 
--~th~e Catholics to try sincerely to get rid o~ their irritating 
f'aultso 
__ M ___ Many movies are really lousy., 
D Most people just don't know what's good for themo 
---
D In the history of' mankind there have probably been just 
a hand~ul of' really great thinkers .. 
F What the youth needs most is strict disciplines rugged 
---d~e-terminism, and the will to work for family and country .. 
I am strongly inclined to finish whatever I am doing in 
spite o~ being tired of doing ito 
D The worst crime a person could commit is to attack pub-
--~l!rcly the people who believe in the same thing he does., 
_n __ ~Most of the ideas which get printed nowadays aren't worth 
the ~aper·they are printed on .. 
F No person should have such complete faith in some super .. 
--n-a-tural por·er that he obeys decisions of fa! th without question., 
_E ____ The worst dangers to real Americanism during the last 50 
years has come from foreign ideas and agitators .. 
_n_· ___ The main thing in life is for a person to want to do 
something impor*ant .. 
_E ____ There may be a few exceptions 9 but in general Jews are 
pretty much alikeo 
-:007-
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27. M Nature can be very cruel at times. 
28. D To compromise with our political opponents is dan~erous 
because it usually leads to the betrayal. of our side. 
29. D The present is al.l too often full. of unhappiness. It is 
onl.y the future that counts. 
30. M In a o ertain sense, trees, stars and the oCt>!ll:i.m can be 
considered alive. 
31. F An 1nsul.t to our honor should always be punished. 
32. R I find it dif.ficul t to change Dl1 way of doing something 
even though it may not be compl.etely succ~ssful. 
33. D In times like these, it is often necessary to be more on 
guard against ideas put out be peopl.e or groups in one's own 
camp than those 1n the opposing camp. 
34o F Young peopl.e sometimes get rebel.l.1ous ideas, but as theJ 
grow up they ought to get over them and settle down. 
35.. E Negroes certainly have their rights, but it is best to 
keep them in their own districts and schools. 
36. D • M7 blood boils whenever a person stubbornly refuses to 
admit he's wrong. 
37. D It is unnatural for a person to be rather tearful of the 
tuture. 
38o M The a tatement "grass is green" is logical. and cannot be 
disputed. 
39.. D A group wll.ich tolerates too much differences of opinion 
among its own members cannot exist for long. 
40. E It would be a mistake ever to have Negroes for foremen 
and leaders over whites. 
4lo D There are only a few people who really don't ng1ve a damnn 
tor others. 
42. o Thoughtful persohs know that the American Legion is not 
reallJ interested in Democracy. 
43. D It is onl7 when a person devotes himself to an ideal or 
cause that life becomes meaningful. 
44. R There is usuallJ only one best way to solve a problem. 
45o E Certain religious sects who refuse to salute the flag should 
be forced to conform to such a patriotic action. or else be 
abolishedo 
--
~ 
-~ 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
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M One must either be for or agains1 communism. 
R I am al~ays on the lookout for d:.fferent ways of doing 
something. even when the· current wa:r is successful. 
D There are tw9 kinds of people in this world: those who are 
for the truth and those who are agEinst the truth. 
F If' people would talk less and W')rk more, everybody would 
be better o:ff. 
R I tend to change my plans in tta midst of an undertaking. 
D Man on his own is a helpless and miserable ,creature. 
F People should not be divided ix1to two distJinct classes 
such as the weak and strong .. 
Part. Two 
With each of tne .following wor<:ls you ar~ .to give either the class 
0:r \();bjeci&'s of·"ifh1ch'-' it···· is a member or name an object which is a member 
ofj'th·e cl:ass named by the word., That is, give either a "suppaordinate•• 
wqt'd or at '~·s,ubordina te" w.ord. Fqr example, i:f the original w ord were 
. ".sP~dertt oxie could wr.ite ninaect~ aXl.d this would ··be gi "Ving a supra-
ordl~at• or clasatb which the spider belongs. On the other }'land, to 
"spider'!: one could respond with "black. widow" and t't:lia would ·be giving 
a subordinate Or obj~c·t which be;t.bngs' '\io:·tne class·o:r spiders. 
' t 
It makes no dif':t'erence whether you give a subordinate or a suprordi-
nate to these words.. The main thing is that you give the first word 
to come to your mind, and give on:L{ one response word (or phrase) to 
each test word. That is, do not 8 ve both a supraordinate and a 
subordinate. 
53o Oak 61. Banana 
54. Color 62e Ocean 
55. Shark 63., Penny 
56. Coin 64 .. Newspaper 
57. Beef' 65. Murder 
58qo Fruit 66. Fish 
59. Canoe 67. Dog 
10. Month sa .. Language 
-5-
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Part Three 
This .final s action is designed to determine your ability to think 
accurately and carefully. In the following storiesg assume all of 
the in.formation to be definitely accurate and true. After reading 
the stories, answer the .folloing statements in~ space provided 
in this man~er: n T n meaning definitely true on the basis o.f the 
.facts ~resented; "F" meaning de.finiteiz false on the basis of 
the facts presented; or " ? n meaning guestiona"'ale or ma:v be true 
or false but on the basis of the information given you cannot be 
definitely certaini 
(Story No. l) 
The only car parked in front o.f 619 Oak Street is a black one. The 
words, "James M. Curley, M.D.," ares~elled in small gold letters 
across the door of the car. 
(Statements No. 1) 
69. T The color o.f the car in front of 619 Oak Street is black. 
70o ? The sedan on Oak Str~et has lette.ring on the door. 
71. ? Someone is ill at 619 Oak Street. 
-
72. ? The black car parked in .front of 619 Oak Street belongs 
to James M. Curley. 
(Storz No. 2) 
The moon was low in the sky when the two men in heavy topcoats le.ft 
themtrike-bound warehouseo Five minutes later two policemen passing 
by in a police car I'Jla~ a red glow through the o.fi'1ce window. The 
policemen swung into action. 
(Statements No. 2) 
73. ? It was early morning when the two men le.ft the warehouse. 
74. ? The warehouse was on .fire. 
75. T: The policemen saw the red glow. 
76. . ? The two men in topcoats were connected with the fire. 
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APPENDIX B 
THE ttABSTRACTu LISTENING VlATERIAL 
What Is Communication?1 
ByA. J. Ayer 
It may seem strange that one should begin a discussion of 
communication by asking what communication is. Surely, it may 
be said, you must already know what communication is before you 
can profitably start discussing it. And of course, there is a 
sense in which we do know what it is. We know how to use the 
word ttcommunicationtt in sentences. But it is one thing to be 
able to use a word correctly, and quite another to be able to 
give an account of its use. Sometimes what is wanted is a defi-
nition, but more often, in cases of this sort, a definition 
would not be much of a help, even if it were obtainable. We 
need an explanation, rather than a definition. 
In the oase of communication, we can say this. We com-
municate information, but also knowledge, error, opinions, ex-
periences, emotions and moods. Heat and motion can be communi-
cated. So can strength and weakness. We speak of communication 
cords. A system of communications covers not only postal ser-
lA. J. Ayer et al., Studies in Communication (London: 
Martin Seeker & Warburg, 1955, pp. 11-28. 
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vices and telephones, but roads and railways and vehicles of 
transport. 
When a word is applied to such a variety of things, it is 
natural for use to assume that they have something inc ommon., 
something in virtue of which the same word is applicable to them 
all. In this instance the connecting thread appears to be the 
idea of something's being transferred from one thing., or person, 
to another. · We use the word ncommunicationtt sometimes to refer 
to what is so transferred, sometimes to the means by which it 
is transferred, sometimes to the entire process. In many cases, 
what is transferred in this way continues to be shared. If I 
convey information to another person, it does not leave my own 
possession though coming into his. Accord:lngly, the word ttcom-
munication11 acquires also the sense of participation. 
But if the~e is a thread which ties the various uses of 
the word, it is to be noted that it does not bind them very 
firmly. The differences between them are in many ways more 
interesting than the resemblances. Thus the very fact that my 
own stock of information is not, or need not be, diminished 
through my communicating part of it to others, at once weakens 
the analogy between this sort of communication and the communi-
cation of energy or heat. It suggests, indeed, that the idea 
of information as a commodity which can change or multiply its 
ownership is itself misleading. A further proof of this is that 
I can communicate information which I do not have, as when my 
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~ehaviour enables others to know me better than I know myself. 
In such a case my communication is not intentional. What is 
communicated is not the intant, because it may or may not be 
fulfilled. 
Again, we sometimes speak of communicating feelings, 
where what is transferred is the feeling itself, as when a panic 
spreads throughout a crowd. But more often when a feeling is 
said to be communicated, what the recipient of the communication 
is supposed to be acquiring is not the feeling itself, but a 
very different thing, the knowledge that the otbe~ person has 
it. I can, in either of these instances, communicate feelings 
which I do not know that I possess. 
Such examples indicate that, while there are connecting 
links between the different things that are brought under the 
heading of communications, there is no single feature, or set 
of features, which is common or peculiar to them all. ~That 
they have is a family resemblance to each other. The proper 
method of approach, therefore, is not to try to fit. them all 
into a rigid scheme, but to set about describing them as accu-
rately as possible. The comparison between them may prove to 
be instructive. It may be found that one type of instruction 
can serve as a useful model which helps us to understand the 
more complex character of another. If a systematic classifica-
tion is needed here at all, it will have to come at the end, and 
as the result of our enquiries, rather than at the beginning. 
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APPENDIX C 
THE nNONABSTRACTn LISTENING lY"lATERIAL 
Peter Zenger Fights For Freedom of the Press--17351 
By Paul Angle 
Appointed Governor of the Royal Province of New York in 
the summer of 1732, William Cosby lost no t~e in making himself 
unpopular. A man of l~ited intelligence, imperfect education, 
and no prudence whatever, he had more than his share of greed, 
pomposity, and bad temper. Bitter antagonism developed when the 
Governor refused to grant lands to the settlers unless he 
received a share h~self, opposed by the ~uakers, and arbi-
trarily dismissed the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. With-
in a few months Cosby's only supporters were the provincial 
officers, a number of favored colonists who profited by his 
patronage. Yet the popular party--a large majority of New 
Yorkts ten thousand inhabitants in 1733--had no way of ex-
pressing their discontent. The proprietor of the only newspaper 
--the New York Weekly Gaze.tte--was also the public printer. It 
would admit no criticism of the Governor to his columns. The 
leaders of the opposition decided to establish a paper of their 
own. 
~Paul M. Angle, By These Words (New York: Rand McNally & 
Co., 19~), pp. 49-58. 
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For a dozen years John Peter Zenger had been scribing a 
lean living from a small print shop. Now he was induced to 
establish the New York Weekly Journal. His supporters supplied 
him with articles holding Cosby and the court party to all rid-
icule. New Yorkers sometimes read the Journal in such numbers 
that extra editions had to be run off. 
The Gover.nor withered. And finally the Governor's 
Council issued a warrant for Zenger's arrest--an act of doubtful 
legality--on the ground that he had published nseditious libelstt 
which tended to raise Ufactions and tumultsu against the people 
.. 
and to inflame their minds nwith contempt of His Majesty's 
government.n Failing to raise the excessive bail set by the 
court, Zenger remained in jail for nine months while the paper 
continued to be printed by his wife and friends. 
Zenger's attorneys, two prominent members of the popular 
party, were disbarred, thus preventing them from representing 
Zenger at the trial. Having no confidence in the young lawyer 
whom the court had appointed to defend their client, Zenger's 
original lawyers quietly appealed to Andrew Hamilton of Phil-
adelphia, reputed to be· the ablest advocate of the colonies, to 
take the case. Hamilton accepted. 
The judges, clad in black robes and heavy wigs, took 
their seats on the morning of August 4, 1735. The little 
courtroom was crowded to the limit, for the people of the pro-
vince saw this case as the last stand against an arbitrary and 
= 
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oppressive administration. When Hamilton stepped £orward £rom 
the crowd and announced that he would de£end Zenger, the members 
o£ the court party lost some o£ their aplomb. Though racked by 
gout and no longer young, his £ine mind was vigorous as ever and 
his powers o£ persuasion known and £eared. 
As soon as the jury was chosen, the Attorney General 
opened the case by reading the charges. Hamilton already admit-
ted that what Zenger had printed was libelous i£ .false, but 
contended that the prosecution had to prove it to be .false. The 
Attorney General, on the other hand, took the position that 
truth was no defense. Any statements, he asserted, that were 
nscandalous or seditiousn were libelous, even though true. 
Truth, in fact, made a libel evan more malicious. This was the 
accepted law o£ England at the time and had been carried over 
into the United States. 
Hamilton's only hope was to convince the jury that this 
interpretation was wrong, and led inevitably to tyranny. And 
that in the already developed tradition o.f Americ~ .freedom, 
truth and the right o.f free people to criticize their government 
and those in power must prevail. 
The judge instructed the jury that uhder English law all 
the jury must do is to find that the criticisms had been pub-
lished and bring in a guilty verdict. The jury refused, how-
ever, and in a few minutes brought back a verdict o.f not guilty. 
nupon which," Zenger himself w:tJote, ttthere were three hurrahs in 
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the ha11. 0 The next day he was released. Ai'ter more than two 
centuries, the i'reedom oi' the press has not been established 
beyond attack, but the lawyer i'rom Philadelphia still holds the 
honor oi' the first great victory over repression. 
APPENDIX n1 
THE LISTENING TEST FOR 11ABSTRACT 11 MATERIAL 
NAME (please print) 
LISTENING TEST NO .. 1 
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DATE 
(Conducted as part of a study under the Communication Arts Divisio n 
of the School of Public Relations and Communications, Boston Univ .. ) 
Instructions 
This is a simple recall test on the recorded material you have jus t 
listened to.. The questions can be answered by true or false, or by 
a word or two as appropriatee There ia no time limit, but the test 
should take only a few minuteso 
1.. FALSE The speaker feels that the word "communications" can be 3·. 
given a definite meaning$ 
2o FALSE The clearest way to consider the idea of "information" is a 
to consider it as a commodity waich can change ownership. 
3.. TRUE Many words, such as "time~ are better explained than 2 
defined .. 
4.. TRUE Feelings can be said to be communicated in two wayso 
a.. If so, what are they? 
1. Transferred or spread to others, as in a panic. 
2'. Knowle~ge that sender has a !tfeeling" can be given 
to others by speech or behavior 
bo If not, in what way can feelings be said to be 
communicated? 
2 
5.. FALSE Communication a1 ways refers to the means by which something 3 
is transferred from one tr1ng or person to another. 
6.. TRUE Heat, opinions and television programs can all be said 1 
to be communicated .. 
7.. FALSE The many uses of the word communication show a small number 3 
of common featul"'es, such as "the transferring of somethingo" 
8., FALSE You cannot correctly say that you communicate something 3 
without your being aware of it .. 
9.. FALSE For a logical discussion of communications~ we must first 2: 
systematically classify its useso 
10., TRUE There is a real difference between the communication of ~ 
lmowledge and the communication of heato 
a.. If so 9 what is the differenceo 
Knm~ledge is shared--it both stays with the sender and is transferred ~ 
to the receiver: while heat is not shared-it leaves one object 
and is transferred to th~ce~ving object. 2? 
1
see "Explanation To Appendixes A, D, and E, 11 supra, P• 104. 
APPENDIX E1 
THE LISTENING TEST FOR 11NONABSTRACT 11 MATERIAL 
NAME (please print) 
LISTENING TEST NO. 2 
-llB-
DATE 
(Conducted as part of a study under the Communication Arts Division 
of the Schoolof Public Relations and Communications, Boston University) 
Instructions 
This is a simple recall test on the recorded raaterial to which you 
have just listened. The questions can be answered by true or false, 
or by a word or two as appropriate. There is no time limit, but the 
test should take only a few minutes. 
1. FALSE William Cosby was appointed governor by the president in 1 
1'732. 
2. . TRUE Greed and oppression were two qualities that made Cosby 1 
unpopular. 
3. FALSE The New York Weekly Gazette was owned by the government. 
4. FALSE John Peter Zenger had criticized the governor for years 1 
.. before starting the New York Weekly Journal. 
5. XXX What was Zenger arrested for? Seditious libel2 or criticism 
of the governor 
3 
6. FALSE Zenger's arrest stopped the public criticism of the governor~ 2 
7. 
a. 
TRUE The right to criticize is an American tradition. 
FALSE, The general public was somewhat indifferent to Zenger's 
trial. 
9. TRUE In English law. scandalous or seditious libel against the 
government could not be defendedo 
3 
3 
10. FALSE Hamilton was asked to defend Zenger because his name would l. 
Influence the jury. 
11. TRUE Hamilton contended that criticism of go-ernm.ent, if true, 2 
was not libel. 
12. TRUE Tyranny results, said Hamilton, When criticism is suppressed. 3 
l3c FALSE Freedom of the press in America is secure ~om attack or 3 
encroachments 
27 
lsee "Explanations To Appendixes A~ D, and E, 11 supra, p. 104. 
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THE FINAL OR SHORT FORM INTENSIONALISM SCALE 
.A.BILITY··A'l'"!' ' I ........ .:.. 
.. ~ _;·i1.ld-ed a.s p&:r."ti of a s• :.;a.y under the Commu.n1.,:a"t,1on Ar-:s D: ., : "•., . .. 
~cnocl of Public Relation; and Communic:ations"" Boston Universtty,: 
l11Struet1ona 
This scaJ.e is not a test in t.be usual sense of the word-that is 1 there are no 
right or wrong wap of answering the Q.uestionsa The main thing is that you 
follow your inclinations or impulses in responding.. Hence, do not spend too 
much time worrying over the correct or incorrect responseo Your first i!fulse 
is really the "correctn one.. The scale is divided into two parts liith separate 
!iiStruotfons for each part .. 
Part One 
This part consists of 26 questions which are to be answered on the basi!S of 
whether or not yQu agree w;\.1;~ the statement made.. If you agrea very muon with 
th~ s tate~ent a mark a . "'ll- .3n in the space providedo U y-ou ttisagrse :veq much, 
mark a "-!" in the space provided.. I£ you £all somewhere between strong agree-
ment or strong dieagreeDEnt, mark a "•2", "+l" » "-1" 1 or "-2 .. in the space as 
appropriate. Do not use zero ("O" )o The plus numbers mean agreement, the 
minus numbers mean disagreement .. 
_..3 Agree very strongly 
.e-2 Agree moderately 
+1 Agree slightly 
-1 Disagree slightlY 
-2 Disagree moderatelY 
-.3 Disagree strongly 
1.. Obedience and respect for authority are the most important virtues 
children should learn .. 
2 o America J.JJAY not be perfect 1 but the American Way has brought ws about 
as close a.s human beings can get to a perfect society .. 
.3. My interests tend to change very slowlye 
4o Childhood is a happy time. 
5.. Most people just don•t know what 0s good for them. 
6.. What the youth needs most is strict discipline., rugged determinism, 
aDd the wtU to work for family and country .. 
7. To end prejudice against Catholics, the first step is for the Catholics 
to try sincere:cy to get rid of their irritating faults .. 
Bo I am strongly inclined to finish whatever I am doing in spite of being 
tired of doing ito 
9o Movies are generally lousy .. 
.., 
~ 
lOo 
llo 
l2o 
13 .. 
14 .. 
15. 
l6o 
17. 
18o 
19o 
20o 
2lo 
22 .. 
2). 
24o 
25 .. 
26o 
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=2= 
In the history of mankind there have probably been just a handful of 
really great thinkers .. 
A.n insult to our honor should always be punished., 
The worst crime a person could commit is to attack publicly the 
people who believe in the same thing he does o 
Fat& sometimes seems to o·vercome the best of efforts. 
MY blood boils whenever a person stubbornly refuses to admit he's wrong. 
Young people sometimes get rebellious ideas$ but as they grow up they 
ought to get over them and settle down .. 
The worst dangers to real Americanism during the last 50 years has 
come from foreign ideas and agitators .. 
--=--- There is usually only one beet way to solve a problem .. 
Grass is green., 
It is only when a person devotes himself to an ideal or cause that 
life becomes meaningful .. 
There may be a few exceptions, but in general Jews are pretty much 
alike., 
There are two kinds of people in this world: those who are for the 
truth and those who are against the truth. 
If people would talk lese and work more1 everybody would be better offo 
People should not be divided into two distinct classes such as the 
weak and the strongo 
I dislike to change my plans in the midst of an undertaking .. 
One must either be for or against communismo 
Most of the ideas ~cb get printed nowa~ye aren't worth the paper 
they are printed on., 
-]21-
Part Two 
With each of t!le following words you are to give either the class of objects 
of which it. is a member o:r name an object which is a member of the class named 
by the word~ Tl-..at. isfl giVe either a "supraordinate" word or a "subordinate" 
word. FOR EXAMPLE, if the original word were "spider" one could write "insect" and 
and this would be giving a supraordinate or class to which the spider belongso 
On the other hand, to "spider" one could respond with "Black Widow'' and this 
would be giving a subordinate or object which belongs to the class of spiderso 
It makes no difference whether you give a subordinate or a supraordinate to these 
words. The main thing is that you give the first word to come to your mind, and 
give onl.y one response word (or phrase) to each test word. That is, do .!!2!, give 
both a supraoddinate and a subordinateo 
27o oak .34o Month 
26. Color .35o Banana 
29. Shark )6. Newspaper 
,30. Coin 37 .. Pe~ 
)lo Beef )8. Fish 
.32. Fruit .39 • Dog 
.3.3. Canoe 40. French 
Sfl#llll####l!#lf#lfff 
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